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INTROÐUCTTON

The labour process has al-ways been the site of class strugelesr
often intense and prolonged. And now it has shifted to the very
centre of the stage. China and the USSR proclaim different roads
to socialism and the contrast between them is at its sharpest in
the politics of produition. In the capitalist world, a crisis
forces on capital an attempt to restructure social procluction
and in doing so it brings into focus with ever greater clarity
the issue of the control of production and the necessity for a
critique of the capitalist labour process. Our aim as a group
has been to work towards a critique of the capitalist labour process
from the standpoint of labour, i.e. from the standpoint of class
struggle and around the problem of the potentj.al general political
content of class struggles in production.

In this paper, therefòre, we start with the theory of the
capitalist labour process.; we proceed by trying to locate the
labour process and its development fn a more general analysi s
of the development of the capitalist mode of production; we

attempt to draw out the implications of these developrnents for
an understanding of class composítion; and, finallyr w€ make

suggestions about the general political perspectives thus opened
uP.
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SECTION 1 : TI{E LABOUR PROCESS AND THIì LAW OF' VALI]E

1. lHE PRODUCTTON PROCESS OF CAPITAL AND lHE RELAÎIONS OF

PRODUCTÏON

rrJust as commodities arer at.the sane time,
use values and valuesr so the process of
producing them must be a labour process, and l1 ìat. the sane timer a process of creating value.rr\-i'

Capítalist production is both a labour process and a process
of production of self-e>çanding value, of valorisation. fn
general. terms¡ Marx characterises the labour process as3

Ithuman action with a view to the production
of use-valuesr appropriation of natural
substances to human requirements; it is the
necessary condition for effecting exchange
of matter between man and nature; it is the
ever lasting nature-imposed condition of
human existence, and therefore is independent
of every social phase of that existence, or
rather, is coíìmon to every such phase.rr (2)

In every society there have to be labour processes. But these
processes do not, in every societyn have at the same time to be
processes of valorisation.

At the most general
is characterised by Marx

level the production of self-'e>çanding
in terms of the circuit M - C - Mr.

rrValue therefore now becomes value in processt
money in process, and as such, capital. It
comes out of circulation, enters into it again,
preserves and multiplies itself within its
ðircuit, comes back out of it witrr e>çanded
bu1k, and begins the sane round everagain.rt (3)

What this means is that, capitalism is a social system in which
Iabour time is made social, that is to SâYr made coÍImensurate
witn the labour of otLrers, through the production and exchange
of commodities rather than through direct coercion (e.g.
feuCalism) or planning (socialism). Furthermore' it means that
a given quantity of social labour time has the property of being
able to socialise yet more labour time, to create surplus valuet
through the medium of commodities. This property cannot be
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derived from the process of simple commodity production considered
in isolation¡ while an individual commodity producer can increase
the amount of sociallabour by working longer hours, there is no

social relationship between different portions of his labour
time; one portion cannot call into bêíng another portion.

rrA commodity owner canr by his labour, create
value, but not self expanding value. il (4)

But nor can it be derived from the process of commodity circula-
tion considered ilrisolátion. This is clearly the case if
equivalent amounts of social labour time are exchanged, blt
even if rron-equivalents are exchanged, this does not call into
being more social labour time, but only redistributes that which
already exists. (See Capital-, Vol'1, pp'158-161)

hle have, thereforer sa)¿s Marx, got a double result¡

rrft is therefore impossiblé-for capital to be
produced by circulation, and it is equally
}-rnpossible for it to originate ap?rl from
ciiculation. It must have its origin both in
circulationrand yet not in circulationrrt (5)

The answer is provided by a commodity rrwhose use-value poSSeSSes

the pecutiar property of being a source of valuerr. This commodity

can be purchased by a given amount of social labour time in the
form of money and when used results in the socialisation of yet
more labour time, the creation of surplus value'

the commodity is, of course, labour power' In order
such a commodity may exist cer.tain social conditions have

fulfilled¡ there must be free labourers'

that
to be

Itfree in the double sense, that as a free man
nã can dispose of his labour power a,: lis own
commodity, and that on the other hand he has no
commodity'fot sale, is shorn of everything
necessary tot the realisation of his labourrr

this in turn implies the concentration of the ownership of the
means of production in a few hands. these conditions emerge

through a long process of historical development'
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Provided the labour power is consumed productively both
use-Values and value a::e prc,duced; provided it is consumed
productively for long enough surplus value is produced. It
must be consumed for longer than the time required to produce
its own means of subsisteoc€. To ensure this, further conditions
are required beyond the existence of labour power as a commodi-ty.
The purchaser of the çommodity must be able to ensure that labour:
power is consumed productively and for long enough. Then a given
quantity of social labour time, equal to the value of labour powert
is able to socialise yet more labour time, to produce surplus
value. There is a definite social relationship between different
portions of the labourerts labour time: the time required to
produce his means of subsistence, or necessary labour time, in
the circumstances of capitalist production, rexpands spontaneouslyr '
lbrings forth }iving off-springt3 surplus labour which ís soöialised
aS surplus value. The surplus value accrues, in the form of profit,
to the capitalist, the purchaser of the commodity labour powert
the controller of the condítions of labour. This is the essence
of capi-talist e>çloitation, that su-rplus value is created through
the abi 1 of on 1 sto I ano rto rm su

labour, by purchasing its labour power, ensuring that the labour
power is put to work, and controlling the length of the working
day.

lrle can now resPecifY the production of self-oçanding value
\

. . Cl - Ml
thus:

It
the
and
c-

M c ITl. p.
I P

is clear that there are two sets of rel-ations of productiont
relations of production in the sphere of exchange M - c - *iO'

the relations of production within production itself
il:P'.. P.. cr.I

Itisnotenoughfortheconditionsfortheproductionof
self-e>qpanding value to exist, they must continually be

reproduced, The necessary relations of production in the sphere

of exchange are continually reproduced by the production of
capital in that the produce takes the form of commodities which

must be exchanged for money. But the salne is not true for the
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This
to the

is determined by class struggle,
self-expansion of value.

But this limitation, placed by class struggler oD the length
of the working day, and hence the self-expansion of value, can be
overcome if the necessary labour time can be reduced. This
requires an increase in the productiveness of labour, and hence
Ithe labour-process itself must be revolutionisedt. This Marx
called the extraction of relative surplus value.

But the labour process requires the participation of the
labourers who may have objectives .other than valorisation, and
may resist the revolutionising of the labour process. In order
to impose the process of valorisation, exploitation is not
enough: there must also be a rel-ationship of real- subordination
whickr permits the revolutionising of the labour process in the
service of valorisation.

The relations of labour to capital can then be summed u.p as
(i) ocploitation and (ii) real subordination. the conditions in
which these relations are reproduced are constantly changing.
They are never definitively established once and for all. the
very movement of capital .accumul-ation, (which changes labour
markets, labour processes, geographical distribution of productiont
products, new conditions of ideological and political class
struggle, and so on), ensures that these relations are always
having to be reestablished in new conditions. The reproduction
of the relations of production is a process which is conducted
by class struggle, and to each of the two sets of relations there
corresponds a specific terrain of class struggle. The ultimate
material basis of politics in the capitalist mode of production
is in thís dual dominance of capital over labour; in the form of
ownership of the means of production on the one hand, and the
form of real control over the process of production on the othert
(or, as it is sometimes put, in the appropriation of the product
and in the appropriation of nature, by capital).

so, the production process of capital is the unity of the
process of valorisation and the l-abour process. The product of
the production process is (i) surplus value and (ii) specific
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use-values, Whereas the economic relati<¡ns of capital sef:alate
labour from the means of production, the labour process brings
them back together again, but now they are together on terms that
are set by capital and in order to pursue the objectives of capital.
Capital assembles means of production and l-abour power and sets
them to work, but it does so in a way tha.t is determined by the
objective of valorisation, of maximising surplus-value production
and as far as possible eliminates all other potentially conflic-
ting objectives. Capital needs real control of the labour
process precisely because the formal separatíon of labour from
the means of production is cancelled in reality by the material
form of 1abour process in which labour and materials and instru-
ments combine. Capital needs to have control over the form of
this combination, because whatever the instruments and materials'
(e.g. whatever the technology) there is always more than one way

of effecting the combination and there is always the possibility
of the process being informed by some objective other than that
of valorisation and potentially in conflict with it, (".9. the
objective of healthy and safe working conditionst or of a

socially useful Product) .

ilÎhe process of production is the immediate_unity
of the labour prãcess and the process of valorisa-
tion, just .= it= immediate reèult the commodity

is tñe immediate unity of use-value and exchange-
value. HowêÇõ the labour process is only thg
means to the process of valorisation, this in itself
n"i"g essentiälly procluction of surplus:JêIgç, i 'e'
oUjeãtivation of unpáiA labour. It is this that
cháracterises in a êpecific way the capitalist
process of production overafl.tt (6)

..il(In the labour process) labour reestablishes its
.rnio.r with the o-bjective conditions which are the
matter and organs of its creative activity' The
hide tanned by the worker is treated by hin simply
as the object of his productive activity and not
as capital. It is not the capitalistrs hide he
tans. rr (7 )

the unity of the process of valorisation and the labour
process is not given simply on the basis of the'relations of
production in the sphere of exchange. This unity Presupposes
a specific historical development of an adequate objective and

subjective basis in the labour process itself, in the material'
technical and social organisation of the labour process' In
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the absence of this development there can be a no¡-correspo,ndence
between the relations in exchange and the relations in production
(i.". â. non-identity ¡etween formal, judicial economic subjects
and rea1, material economic subjects). Marx talks about there
being a conflict between economic relations and relatíons within
the labour process; and about the material and social form of the
labour process not allowing the ttcapitalist rel-ation to be realised
in. an adequate mannerrl (B). A development of the labour process
is necessary so that

rrthis modification of the material form constitutes
the basis for the development of capitalist relations,
which require therefore a definite leve1 of develop-
ment of the productive forces in order to take on
their adequate form . ¡.
Use-va1ue: here capital must conform to the nature of
the labour process. But it is precisely here that
labour does not merely belong to and become incorpora-
ted with materials and means of labour, but¡ also
social- combinations of labour and the corresponding
development of thê means of labour. 't ( 9 )

It is important to note here that when Marx tal-ks of the devetop-
ment of the productive forces he explicitty does not refer sole1y
to the development of the !ecbg!$ basis of production. the
development of the productive forces that is the basis for the
real subordination of labour to capital is a development of both
the objective conditions of l-abour but also of the social
combinations of labour. the capitalist labour process cannot
be. specified on the basis of its technological components. But
alsb note that it cannot be specj-fied on the basis of the
re1ationestab1ishedwithinitbetweenthe@and
the instruments of production. It can only be specified as a
specific form of social orqanisation of labour a form which j.s

a specific form of coercion and the realisation on an adequate
basis of the objective of valorisation. It will be important to
remember this when trying to define the essential features of
machinofacture

So itali st ur roce the uni f the roc
isa.tion and the real labour proCESS 10 on the adequateof valo

1t

S

basis of a soecific fo rm of social oroanisation of labour. It is
the aim of this section to spell out just what is
theoretical concept, to find out jusË what are the
of its realisatíon in concieËe labour Processes'

involved in this
essential- aspects
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2 FORMAL SUBORDINATION

l,rlhen the labour Plocess is only formally subordinated to
capi_tal there is production of surplus value and its appro-
priation, but the objective and subjective conditions of
Iabour are such as to provide a material basis for con-
tinual resj-stance to the.irnposition of valorisation as the
unique objective of the production process. Real control
of production is not yet firmly in the hands of. capital-
There j-s stil-l a relationship between labour and the con-
ditions of labour within production which provide labour
with a degree of control and hence wj-th a lever wj-th which
to enforce the class objectives of labour (c1-ass objectives
which mâvr of course be di-fferent from those of the fu11y
cleveloped proletarian labour of the. mature capitalist
mode of production; objectives of artisanal labour, craft
prorogå.tives over recruitment. into the trades and over the
content and performance and so on).

This kind of non-correspondance can reappe.rr even wj-thin
brand new spheres of production within the fu1ly devel.oped
cMP. consider for example Michael channants analysis of
the labour process in the production of filn (11); he

identifies as the principle contradiction of filn produc-
tíon for capital precisely this non-correspondance between
the objective of valorisation and the basis of production
in specífic ski11s which tend to bebeyond the reach of the
rigours of caPitalist control.

the forms which constitute the basis of formal subordination
are given in the representation of the value circuit of
capital above. They are: wage-labour (labour with no access

to the means of subsistenance except via sale of labour-
power); means of production in the form of commodities;
the product takes the form of commodities; the product in-
cludes means of subsistan.ce, also commodities.
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Note that although this subordination is fo::mal- it nonethe-
less i: a form of subordination, of compulsion. The forms
of coercion in precapitalist modes of production were
directly political and social. In the transitional phase
(and the existence of formal without real subordination is
a definition of a phase as transitional - cf. Bettelheim
on t.ransition to socialism (L2))compulsion takes instead
an economic form - the compulsion to sell labour-power in
order to lj.ve. this economic power of capital over labour
a11ows capitalo even on the basis of unchanged technical-
means and methods of production, to coerce from latrour a

degree of intensity, duration and continuity of production
quite unl-ike that to be found in the previous forms of Pro-
ductíon (independent artisan, peasant farming). i.e. it
a1lows capital to extract absolute surplus value. It also
allows, in fact even necessitates I âil increase<l scale of
production. this increased scale is, says Marx, the real
basis on which the sPecifically capitalist mode of produc-
tion develops as soon as the historical conditions are
favourable. Marglints Paper (f:), which is essentially
about capitalist production under conditions of formal sub-
ordination, ad.ds absolutely nothing to this theoretical
analysis of Marx; in fact it only horríbly confuses all
the issues by failing to pose as the overriding objective
of capital the transformation of the production process into
a process of valorisation by the extraction (in this phase)
of absolute surplus value

thus formal subordination is a specifically capitalist
organisation of the social forms of compulsion, and this
change ín the organisation of material production forms
the basis on which develops the specifically capitalist
mode of production (the forces of production and the
capitalist relations of production). Since Marx does not
develop the theory of the CMP in Capital as it apþeared in
prínt in quite these terms it rnay be worth adding here a
few from the'rUnpublished 6th chapter of Capitalr?: (14):
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'rI call formal subordination of labc¡ur to capi.tal the
form which is based on absolute surplus-vaIue, because
it is distinguishable only formally from the anterieur
modes of production on the basj-s of rryhich it spontane-
ously springs up (or ;is introduced)...Îhe only thing
that changes is the form of cqg¡cio¡I¡ or the method
employed to extract surplus labour.
tion_ is essentially:

Formal subordina-

1 ) the pureJ-y monetary relation between the appropriator
and the supplier of surplus l.abour. Subordination is a
consequence of the specific content of the sale and is
not anterieur to it as it is when the producer is in
some relation other than the monetary one (j"e. other
than a relatíon between possessors of comrnodj.ties) to
the exploiter of his labour; for example by virtue of
a relation of political coercion. The selier is only
in a relation of economic depenclence on the buyer be-
cause the latter owns the conditions of labour: it
is no longer a fixed political and social relation lvhich
subjects labour to capital.

2) the fact that the objective conditions of labour: (means
of production) and the subjective conditions of labour
(rneans of subsistance) confront labour as capital and are
monopolised by the buyer of labour-power: it is from
this that the first point follows, because if it ursls not
for this that the workêr 'uvould have no need to sel1 his
labour power.....

At the beginning there is no innovation in the mode of
production itself: the labour process is carried out
exactly as before except that it is now subordinated
to capital. Nevertheless, as we have already. shown,
there develops in the production process: 1) a.t economic
relation of domination and subordination; because the
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capitalist is henceforth the consumer of labour-power he j-s
therefore the supervisor and organis'or of it. 2) gteat1y
increased continuity and intensity of labour, as well as
a greater economy in the use of the conditions of labour,
because everything is put to work in such a way that the
product contains no more than the socially necessary labour
time (and, if possible, less)i....

On the one hand the capitalist mode of production ... gives
a different form to material production, on the other hand
this change in the material form constitutes the basis for
the development of capitalist relations, which thus require
a specific 1evel of development of the productive forces in
order that they (capitalist relations) can find an
form.rl

3. REAL SIIBORDINAIION: VALORISAÎTON IN COMMAND

adequate

Capital rnust
power in the
have a solid
Valoris at ion

take control of the labour_ process. It must have
very heart of production itself so that it can
material basis for its overriding objective:
in commandJ This it achieves on the basis of

a series of linked and rnutually interdependent developments:

the extraction of relative surplus value
the employnrent of machinerY
the conscious application of science and technology
the mob-il.ity and replaceability of labour / fotmation of the
reserve army

large scale production.

these are the material bases for new relations between capital
and labour relations that enforce real subordination.
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ttrReal Subordination of Labour to Capital or the
Specifically Capitalist Mode of Productionr'

we have shown in detail that with the production of
relative sur 1us-va1ue ,'the whole of the real form of the
mode of production is rnodified, so that we are now

concerned with the specifically capitalist mode of
production (fron the point of view of technology also)-
It is on this basis - and solely as a consequence of it -
that are developed relations of production which are in
corresponde nce with the capitalist Þrocess of production,
relations between the various agents of production, in
particular between capitalist and wage-labourer.
As the forces of production of society develop, (o=
the productive power of labour) they are socialised
and become dlrectly social (collecti"ve) r âS a resr.ilt of
cooperation, the division of labour within the workshop,
the use of machinery, and, in general the transformations
which the production process undergoes as a result of
the conscious application of the natural sciences, of
mechanics, of chemistry etc, applied with definite
technological objectives, and as a result of everything
that is involved in labour conducted on a large scale etc. rr

In Capital Marx analyses the .stages of this development of
real- subordination from si-mpl-e cooperation through manufacture
to machinofacture. The introduction of machinery is a

culmination of this developnrent because it a11ows capital to
break through the limits within which, under simple cooperation
and manufacture, it could effect a real command gver the labour
process.

But what exactly are these new relations between the agents of
produçtion that become possible with the use of machinery?
And how exactly is it that this technical basis all-ows these
new relations to be formed? lVhat, in other words, is the
connection between machinery and the real suborclination of
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1abour to capital ? Marx r s
(lhese notes will only be
these ) .

answer involves four main concepts.
concerned with the first two of

1 The
of

real seÞaration of constant
labour from the conditions of

from variable capital,
labour.

2. the ob ective or anisation of the collective worker
replaces the subjectj.ve organisation.

3. The fetishism of technology/fixed capital.

4. the
(the

T rocluction of the relation sof od.uction
labour process becomes the site of this reproduction).

Real separation is partly a matter of sca1e, a consequence
of the fact that production is now large scale production andrequires a certain large minimum of capital for it to beput in motion. (16) rn sma11 scale production it wasr âs faras the individual labourer was concerned, å.n accid.ent and notof the essence that he lacked the means.of production. îhisís true of some forms of manufacture. ïn a sweat-shop
garment factory the girl (usua1ly) who works the sewing
machine could easily own such a machine herself. The scaleof capitalist production based on manufacture may rnake itdifficult for new individual capitalists to arise out of theranks of the working class;.but it does not make it impossible.There i-s still a certain fluidity between capitâ1, .artisanal
groupsr workers etc. And it is not necessary to the actuallabour process itself that it be supervised. by some agentof capital- rnasmtrc\ as it is this r.s a consequence of an
economic compulsion and not a technj_cal one. Capital is,from the technical point of view, redundant. r^/ith machino_facture it is essential that there be some agency¡ over and
above that of each individual worker, which assembles the
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means of production prior to the purchase of labour power.
(Fetishism arises from the tendency to see it as a necessity
that this agency be capital rather than some other trans-
individual economic subject ). Because production is now
collective, on a large scale and machine-based, capital can
appropriate to itself all the functions of specification,
organisation and controlr. and perform them independently
of labour. ft can therefore impose its objectives on the
labour process so that labour, even when it is brought into
real association with the conditions of labour, does s.o in
an antagoni.stic relati.onship. Labour serves the machine and
not. the machine labour. For some, particularly skiI1ed,
workers real separation comes to this, that they cannot do
their work except in a large-scaIe collective labour process
which exj-sts prior to and independently of their being
brought into it by its owner/controller. Compare the man
whose skil1 is monitoring a co.nsole in a power station with
those remnants or imitators of pre-machinofacture labour
such as chippies, plumbers, domestic appliance repair men
and so oñr who move into and out of rêl"ations with capital
in ways that depend on economic rather than apparently
teghnical compulsion.

Itlith machinofacture capital now has power over constant
capital; it ce.n now be designed and organised without reference
to the traditional skills and. crafts. The whole point of
machinery is the speed with which it can effect mechanical
transformations. From now on capital breaks through the
limits represented by the speeds with which labour could
perform these functions. Being no longer dependent on them
the labour process is designed around the performance of the
machine, and the worker has to perform in accordance with
its needs rather than vice-versa. That capital controls
this process is a function of the fact that it can.assemble
all the knolvledge and materials stored up in machinery,
knowledge and materials which themselves develop undèr the
sway of capital and from which labour is entirely separated.
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f n any discussion of whether or not there is a rrnew epochrt,
whether the epoctr defined by Marx as that of the real
domination of capital over labour is ending, there is one
fundamental question: who controls the means of production
(instruments and materials) ? Is there any basis in the
development of the means of production for a di-splacement
of thi.s control out of the hands of capital? Certainly
the personification of capital now takes (necessarily)
different forms.

How does capital use this real power of control to achieve
valorisation? Or what is it about machinofacture that allows
capital to use this power to promote valorisation to the
dominant objective of the process? It is ttrat it is now a
matter of a particular form of collective worker. Any
collectirze worker requi-res organisati-on and supervision.
the collective worker of machi.nofacture al1ows the impositíon
of the authority of capital. this is because capital can
monopolise the knowledge required to desS-gn and enforce (i)
the way in which each individual worker functions as a.n

appendage to a. machine, ie. the interfaces between machine
functions and labour functions and (ii) the integration of
the various partial processes into a whole. there are two
things worth emphasising here since they are often forgotten.
Machinofacture transforms not only the work of each individual
labourer but also their articulation into a system. Secondly,
the power of capital is represented not only in it.s power to
desiþn and organise machine systems but also in its power to
enforce the l-abour discipline required to keep that machine
system in effective (frorn the point of view of capital)
operation. Real subordination is a matter of both the kind
of iqstruments of labour that are employed and. also the form
of social combination that is imposed on labour, the
realisation of the power of capital in the form of factory
disci.pline. these are all aspects of what Marx calls the
rirationaltt or ffobjectiveri organisation of labour (rational
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and objective from the point .of vierv of capital and j'ts airns

that is) and which he distinguishes from the "subjectiverr
organisation to be found in manufacture'

In manufacture (") each worker or group of workers sti1l
has some degree of control ovetr the content, speed, intensity
rhythm, etc. of work. And (b) the integration, the balancing
'or harmonising of the collectj.ve work is sti1l empirical.
It is stiIl worked out on the basis of observation of actual
work rather than calculated beforehand on the basis of
knowledge of the machine functions. compare the job of a

line supervisor in balancing an assembly line or of a machine

shop suprevisor allocating and distributing jobs in his shop'

on the basis of information coming to him from progÏess chasèrs,
production engineers, stock demands etc. I,r/hat we have here
is the calculability of the process based on a standardisation
of machine functions, comPared with the non-standardisable,
merely inductively cal-curlable progress of work in manufacture'
v\rith the developrnent of machinofacture capital attempts to
give the sarne form er¡en to jobs. that retain a non-machine
basis (parks and gardens workers, gas-fitters and other tool
users are brought within a similar formal framework of
standardised rates fox the job, standard times for the job
and so on even though the rnaterial- basis for this is lacking
because each job will confront the worker with many

unpredictable nonstandard contingencies). under manufacture
capital does not have the.knowledge or control to rigorously
impose cheapness of labour, intensity, economy of materials
and so on.

the capitali-st labour Þrocess is that s ífic form ofthus
the collective worker based on machinofacture in which caPital

amo 1 of knor,vle e ancl wer over the relationshavi
between labour and the means of roduction uses this êrr
this real domination, in order to
valorisation.

enforce the obiective of
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4. VALORISATION AND CAPIÎALTST MANAGEMENT

Valorisatj-on is the objective of capitalist management.
Machinofacture i-s the materi-ai basis which allows
capital to take power over the labour process and to
there translate this objective into a system of concrete
production relatj.orrs. It a11ows capital to design the
labour process so as to achieve to the maximum degree
possible on the basis of a given leve-l- of development:

speed of performance of tasks
íntensity j.n the performance of tasks (i". decreasing
the gaps between successive operations)
maximal precision, predictability and quality of trans-
formations being worked on the object of labour
continuity of production (i... design out holdups,
bottlenecks and risks of breakdown or disruption)
cheap labour and labour functions such that labour
is easily replaca.ble (i". minimise dependence on
specific and scarce labour ski11s)
economy of xaw materials, energy, etc

The power that capital has to pursue these objectives
is in part, but onl.y in part the power of capital to
select, desígn or devel-op machinery and other aspects
of the technology involved in the l-abour process.
Capital a1.so has, and must have, the Power to design
and operate the social- organisation of production
within the enterprise. It must therefore organise
not only the machines and thed-r integration but also
asy stem of power reLations the function of which
ultimately is to define and enforce the discipline of the
Labour process. ThirdJ-y it must organise a system of
information production, diffusion and processing, which
wil1 be a presupposition of the correct functioning of
the machine and discipline systems. Of course this
information system will itself involve the design,
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selection and operation of technical equipment of
various kinds (te1-ephones, typewriters, computers etc
etc). Let us call these aspects of the labour pr:ocess
(í) material transformations (ii) discipline (iii)
information.

the question of whether technology is or is not neutral
is now easy to answer within this l-imíted frame of
referenæ. Consider the production technology
(responsible for material transformations). It is
clearly not netural, in the sense that it has been
chosen or designed by capital in the interests of
valorisation. 1o the extent that other technical
solutions always exist to perform any particular
material transformations, and to the exten'ù that these
mi-ght be chosen if objectj-ves other than valorisation
were taken into account (employing particular kincls of
labour available locally, workerst health and safety,
reducing pollutíon effects, or whatever) then to that
extent the technology reflects the objectives of
capital-. On the other hand gj.ven a certain production
technology (t.y an imported machj-ne-system in China)
then that very technol-ogy can always be used for
objectives other than valorisation. the method of so
using it will be to so desi-gn the discipline and
information systems and the way in which labour is
brought into relation with the machinery as to advance
other objectives (different lob definitions, different
division and rotation of jobs r' different system of
power politics in command instead of valorisation).
In this situation, of course, there may be â riori-
correspondence between the form of the labour ,process
and the relations of production which necessitates a
permanent struggle in production against the effects
of this non-adequate material base. You dontt have
a capitalist labour process simply by virtue of having
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an automatic spi-nning jenny and self-acting mu1e.
How, concretely, does capital take such machinery and
use it as the basis far its own forms ôf coercion?

Capital desi.gns the jobs to be done around the spinning
machinery - the machinery doesntt do it. There doesnrt
have to be the machine operator, the assistant and the
piecer, a lj.ttl-e group of three workers with a wel-1
defined internal power and discipl-ine structure.
Capital integrates the work of this l-itt1e group with
that of other groups and other departments the
engineering department which controls the speed of the
shaft which deliver.s the power to the spinning machine, and
which also has the power to switch on and off the
despatch department where th" output of the spinning
team is measured and graded so that there is a basis
for a system of payments and penal-ties - bonusesr and
sanctions for poor qualityi norms which have to be met
and can only be met if the machine minder imposes a
fierce discipline and intensity of labour on the piecer
who even has to risk hj.s body to get his tasks performed
while the machine is in motion. (L7)

In general forcing speed, intensity and continuity of
production on the workers js achieved by capita1 by virtue
of its power to calculate and then to irnpose norms for
job performance and rates for the job, quality standards
and sanctions for failing to meet them, ie. systems of
supervision and of payment and penalty which depends on
(i) the knowJ-edge capital has of the objective properties
and potentialities of the machine systems and (ii) the
powër that it has by virtue of the replacability of
labour and (iii) the information that capital has which
all-ows it to continually operate this Power (infornation
about workersf outputs in terms of both quantity and
qual-ity). the fascinating thing is that this whole
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network of capital- power and control is arnost totally
invisible to academic researchers into the sociology
of work, job satisfaction and so on. Anlr academic
discussion of job-satisfaction, alienation or about the
effects of automation, which fails to describe the
system of polver Uy wfricfr capital defines ar,à e.rforces
the limits withj-n which labour is compelled to operate
can be thrown straight j-n the waste paper basket.
Eg. if it fails to mention the system of payment that
â So-câ.l1-ed semi-autorìomous group is working under.
Or if itttforgetsrrto descrj-be the system of norms and
penalties and the automated information system rnaking
them oper:ative in the case of some rrenl-argedft job.
Capital does not always need to control- labour by
speci-fying the tasks and rates for an indi'¿idualr rather
than a group. And it doäs not need to exercise its
power via a system of direct face-to-face power relations
(foremen etc). The fact that it i= " computer that is
docking your pay or sending you to another department as
a punisnment and generally keeping an eye on the intensity
and qual-ity of your labour in no way prevents this from
being a capitalist labour process. Idhat are the criteria
then? Abstractly the criterion for a capitalist labour
process rtis that it is a process in which valorisation is
in command. Concretely this is translated into the
power to design and operate systems of material trans-
formatíon, discipline and information.

the capitalist labour process is the translation of the
objectj-ve of valorisation into a concrete social organis-
ation of production; ie. where the design and operation
of systems of physical p1ant, information processing and
factory discipline are the materialisation of the power
of capital to enforce its objectives on labour.
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5. TFIE IMMANENT LA\^iS OF THE CAPIÎALIST LABOUR PROCESS

The three basic structural features of the capital-ist
organísation of the l-abour process are (i) the division
of intellectual and manual labour (ii) hierarchical
control- (iii) fragmentation/deskilling of labour.
But it is very important to work out the precise
theoretical content of these concepts, to know what is
and what is not essential to them and what are their
l_imits. this is because it is very easy for them to
be tota11-y trivialised, as indeed they usually .are by
bourgeois ilsocial- scientistsrr. These latter think
that one renders a concept rigorous by rtoperationalisingrf
ít, by giving ít a precise empirical definition. However,
if one gives these concepts empirical definitions, instead
of theoretical <lefini uions in terms of the theory of the
capitalist labour: process, one produces utterly trivial-
and arbitrary concepts in terms of which one can prove
anything one 1ikes. For example, one can Prove, by
reference to the job of monitoring dial-s in an oi1
refinery that the days of manual'labour are over; or
one can prove, by reference to some assembly job in
which the worker performs a series of unskilled,
standardised routine manipulations (i.. ttjob en1-a::gementrr)
that the days of unskill-ed, fragmented Labour are over
and that we are entering a new epoch. Or one can
prove by reference to rtsemi-autonomous groupsrt that the
hierarchy of control in production is dissolving, that
there is a trend to democracy .on the shop floor. (18)

( i ) The division of intellectual and manual l-abour.
This is immanent in the l-abour Process under capital- to
the extent that it refers to the division between
conception and execution, which is probably a much less
confusing way of putting it. It is an aspect of the
monopoly that capital has on the knowlege and power over
the design of production systems. Only by having and
reproducing that monopoJ-y can capital impose its objectives.
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But clearly seen in this light (which is very obviously rvhat
Marx has in mind in Capital the division has nothing to do
with a division between mental and bodily functj.ons of the
human organism taken in a purely abstract sense. All human
labour involves both mind and body. Manual labour involves
perception and thought" No work is so utterly routinised
that it can be performed lvithout having any conceptual
organisation of it whatsoever. Equally all mental labour
involves bodily activity which is in many cases a vitally
important aspect of it. Above all, from our point of vi.ew,
it should be noted that the production of science and tech;
nology are material practices which involve trmanual .labourtt
and of course Marx knew this very we1l. CJ.early then the
division that is important from the poi.nt of view of 'the
theory of the capitalist labour process is that division
between those who produce or apply scientifj.c and. tech-
nological knowledge in the design of þroduction systerns
and in day to day problem solving involved in the operation
of the system, from those whose relationshÍp with the
production system is calculated, standardisecl and specifj-ed
in advance by capital in the interests of producing arì
output which is known with precision in advance.

In the light of l'this \¡re \^rould say that the kinds of r\n¡hite
collartt or ftwhite coatrt technical workers whose jobs consist
simply of monitoring the function of continuous flow processes
are in no way an exception to this division. ItManualtt labour
has always performed such monitoring tasks. The only differ-
ence, from the present po-int of view, is that (i) these tasks
are now performed without manual operations on the system
being performed (or rather without human interference with
the transformation process being performed) and (ii) that
these tasks are now just as standardised, routinised and
predictable, and hence under the control of capital, as
traditional labour functions are. (Of course there are other
aspects of labour in such processes that it u'ouId be important

)
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to consíder - the point here is that specifically from
the point of view of the thesis that the divisíon of
conception and execution is immanent in the capitalist
labour process such jobs are in no way an excepti-on. )

(ii) Hierarchy: this is immanent in the capitalist labour
process by virtue of its inherently antagonistic nature.
Disc-i-pline is essential so that capital can allocate jobs,
enforce speeds and intensiti-es, sancti.on poor quality
and so on. This antagoni-sm which renders a hierarchical
organisation essential is not a psyçholog.ical thesis.
Regardless of the extent to which a worker may resign
hirnself to or aclapt to the demands made on him by capj_tal,
ie. regardless of the psychological strategy of the worker,
it remains true that labour always has a wider range of
needs and aspirations than capital can allow itself to
take into account 'i ¡ its design of the labour þro"n.=,
Capital is forced to treat labour as subiective (i.. in
the interests of efficiency to take note of the specificity
of l.abour as distinct from machines - you donrt penali.se
machines, or pày them or send them home at some period
of the day or night to sleep) but it is also forced to confine
its relationship to labour to within very severe limits -
linits defined by the wage-contract in the sphere of
exchange and by the objective of valorisati-on in the
sphere of production. '\

lvhat is essential to capitalist hierarchy is that it is
ultimately capital that gives instructions within the labour
process. rt is capital that all0cates tasks, that specifies
rates and norms, and that enforces penalties for fairure.
ït is not essential that the personifica tion of capital
take a particular €orm. The traditional form of hierarchicai
control (rnanagenent- supervisor- foreman-group leader) can
be very expensive. rt is made necessary to the extent
that supervision requires there to be information available
at all times about the performance in terms of quantity
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and quality of each individual worker. You canrt rationally
allocate rewards and punishments (bonuses etc. ) unless
you have this information. It is also made necessary to
the extent that the work of a particular shop has to be
continually allocated on the basis of the need to integrate
the output of the shop with the changing needs of other
pïOcesses tf dgwn-linetf ancl varied customer requirements,
and so on (19) - so one had to have shop athorities
receiving information and dj-stributing tasks on that
basis (this is particularly true of course i.n machine
shops rnaking a large variety of comPonents ).

Capital determines the form that its personification
takes. l^Iith the development of automation of information
processing and diffusion systems it becomes possible for
capital in some cases to dispense with some of these
traditional and expensive features of control. In effect
it can automate control of Labour. Îay1or developed
the control routine of startS.ng the day in the machine
shop by givi.tg each worker a job s1ip, written instructions
about his tasks. But one can now read of shops where
the day starts by the workers receiving computer print-
outs specifying their work allocations and schedules.
No doubt the Same computer receives information during
the day about the extent to which each worker is doing
his job.

It is also not essential that the instructions be given
to each individual worker rather than to groups. But
One Can see here how trsemi-autonomous groupstf are poSSible
only within very sêvere limits. Basíca11y they are
possible to the extent that capital can so rigorously
control, verify, specify and monitor the functions and

work of the group that the group has no margin at all for
interposing into its organisation of labour its own

objectives. trAutonomyrr is onlv Þossible on the basis of
an increase in the material basis of capitalist porver :
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a paradox for bourgeois empiricists to loose sleep over.
To put it in theoretical terms: autonlation in these
applications, f ar from introducri.ng a non-correspondance
between capitalts formal subordination of labour and the
material basis of its real relations to labour in
production, on the contrary provides an even moïe solid
foundation to its real subordi.nation of labour. of course
this real subordination is totarly invisible to bourgeois
science." one can read whole libraries of articles on
r¡semi-autonomous groupsrr without coming across an analysis
of the systems of norm-setting and penalties within which
the work of the groups takes place.

(iii ) Fragment ation,/Desk-i11ing
Deskilling is inherent in the capital.ist labour process
because capital must aim at having labour functions that
are ca1culab1e, standardisable routines; because this
labour must be performed at the maximum speed and with
the minimum of 'tporosityrt; and because capital wants
labour which is cheap and easily replacable.

what is essential to the notion of deskilling is, however,
quite difficult to spe11 out, There are three aspects:
(") first of all there is the replacement of the relation-
ship between labour and tools by the relationship between
labour and. machines. Basically this comes to the
replacement of the craftsrnan by the machine operative.
rt could be that these two relationships are sirnply
incommensurable so that to speak of deskilling here is
confusing (in as much as the notion of deskilling seems
to irnply a quantitative unirinear scale of some kind,
whereas craft and machine-operative skil1s may require
different scales): ie. it may be abstract and arbitrary
to argue about whether or not there is nmore skilln
involved in beating metals with hammers into craft
artifacts or operating certain metal-working machines.
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(b) Secondly there is the separation off as separate jobs
of all tasks requiring some special skill for their
operationr so that in as nuch as ski11 is sti1l requj-red
it is distr j-buted to as few r. specialised workers as
possible ("g. clesign work, machine setting, maintenance).
(iíi) thirdly there is the tendency for the remaining
unskilled or semiskj.lled tasks to be separated out frorn
one another and distributed to different jobs - ie. a
tendency for further fragmentation, breaking down even
of unskilled tasks. This third aspect of deskillinþ,
however, is only a tendency - the extent to which capital
fra:g.nents unskilled labour (or reduces the time cycle of
operati.ons of each individual worker to put it another
way) is determined by a complex of considerati.ons having
to do with the integration of those tasks with each
other and with ancillary tasks (and hence with the management
of such problems as physical- layout of machines, problems
of material transfers and so on) and also rvith the problem
of clesigning quality control systems, .So-ca11ed. job-
enlargement experiments which operate entirely at this
leve1 (i". of recombining a group of unskilled tasks)
inpro'.ze crf-i.ciency for capitaJ- if tt:ey :;c.Lve Cifficult
problems of line-balancing and quality control as long
as the materials flow and control supervisron can be
performed effectively. once again we have here the fact
that computers, which make it possible to automate the
qual-ity control and monitoring of individual labour
performance without face to face supervision, introduce
for capital the possibility of experimenting rvith modified
systems of assembly design. But the fundaiuental point
here is that this, can only take place given that labour
routines have been so thoroughly deskilled and fragmented.
that they can be recombined and yet stil1 remain both fast,
calculable and monitorable and require very litt.le training.
Job-enlargement pres upposes deskillinq ! since it is the
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recombination of sma1l numbers of cal-cu1ab1e routines.
Only in the brain of a bourgeois academic could an
rrenlargedrr job of routine assembly operations, taking
place within the strictest and most rigorous network of
capital-ist control, be taken to represent the emergence
of a new order in which Labour¡ Do longer alienated,
becomes free and human. Once again, ín real-ity here
automation increases real subordination of labour to
capital-.
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SECTION 2z THE DEVELOPMENT OF THtr CAPITALIST LABOUR PROCESS

The developrnent of the CLP can be investigated at two quite
different levels of abstraction. On the one hand it can be in-
vestigated from the point of view of valorisation. From this
point of view each labour process r âs it is organised by an

individual capital, is studied from the point of view of how

its organisation exemplifies the basic structural features of
the CLP and we abstract from questions about the development
of. the conditions in which this valorising plocess is con-
ducted. Thus we abstract frorn the laws of accumulation and

from the concrete conjunctural forces stemming from them and

look at the labour pïocess from the.point of view of íts in-
ternal structure. In doing so we would try in each case to
demonstrate just how the process is the concrete materiali-
sation of capitalist production relations, and how it thùs exem-
plifies the immanent laws and limits of the CI-P '

on the other hand the development of the cLP must be
examined from the point of view of the forces that are at work
determining its concrete development, and in the fj.rst instance
th.is means from the point of v:'-ew of the struc'ture, dynamic and

contladictions of capitalist accumulation. It is the overall
structure and laws of motion of capitalíst accumulation that
determine the conditions in which individual capitals have
to attempt the valorisation process.
1. THE EXTENSION OF MACHINOFACTL]RÐ

We can investigate changes in the labour process both in
relation to changes in their technical basis and in relation
to changes in the management of control i.e. as systems of co-
ercion, although these aIe clearJ-y interdependent' In relation
to the former one might look, for example, at continuous flow
processes, numerical control machine too1s, other aspects of
automation and of mechanisation of information processing etc.
In relation to the second one might foctrs on the ideology and

practise of ttJob Designtr , of the rthumanisation of workrt move-
ment and so on. Some innovations in labour processes are such
that this (rather arbitrary) distinction would have no relevance
(e.g. the ce11u1ar organisation of small batch machine shop
production). Our general thesis with respect to such changes
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is that they have indeed taken place within the l-irni'Ls con-
ceptualised in the theory of the CLP in the previous section
of this paper. The development of the CLP has been an e><ten-

sion, a generalisatj-on, and that with ever increasing severity
and rigour, of the immanent laws of the CLP as more and more

processes come more and more perfectly to exemplify its capitalist
character: i.e. it has been an expansj.on of capitalist machino-
facture and thereby of the real subordination of labour to capital.

It is worth pointing out some i-inpl.ications of this thesis.
It would follow that we see no |tfourth erarr, i.e' no break with
machinofacture whi-ch would constitute a fourth term in the
series simple-cooperation/manufacture/machinofacture. It follows
also that we see no emergenge of a non-correspondance within
the CLP, i.e. no basic change of pr:oduction relations that
would leave these relations in conflict with the capitalist
rel-ations in exchange. We thus do not See the labour pro-
cess itself, in its internal structure, as the site of a new

contradiction between the formally subordinate character of
labour on the one hand and its technical command of the pro-
ceSS on the other. Developments in the labour process such as

high-speed continuous flow mass production, automation, semi-
autonomous groups do not, therefore, signal the emergence of
na new erart in which all the brutalities of machine-trased pro-
duction would be left behind. Nor do they announce the im-
pending overthrow of capitalist relations within production'
Although we cannot develop the argument in this paper we want
it to be clear ttrat we see our position as one which would
allow for a fundamental refutation of views such as those just
mentíoned and in Particular:
(i) the "scientj-fic and Technological Revolutiontr thesis:
this thesis states or implies that there is an autonomous
development of the forces of production which come into con-
flict with the r:elations of production within production it-
self; and that these developed forces of production (automated
processes, technically skilled labour ) are the embryonic
realisation in advance of socialist production proçesses:
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(ii) the rnountain of bourgeois ideology which assel:/cs that we

have, as a result of developments in technology, entered a new

era (see especiallY L. Davies ed. Design of Jobs ) ^n era which
will be trpost-industrialrr and which is characterised by the
disappear:ance of alienation in work and the dominance of tech-
nically skillecl labour.

our position is that the motor of his tory is neither an

autonomous development of the forces of production nor the
development of tttechnol-ogytt, but class struggle, and that as

far as the labour pïocess is concerned this str:uggle takes
place on what is essentially the very same terrain as that ana-
lysecl by Marx, i.e. capitalist machinofacture'

It is of course impossible within the scope of this paper
to attempt a branch by branch survey of the main developments
of the labouI process in the present century. Ìtle shall con-
centrate our analysis on the three main aspects of the moclern

labour process which we think show the continuity of the charac-
teristic features of machinofacture (div_ision between conception
and execution, hierar:chical control and simplification of tasks):
(") the increase in automation, (b) the use of ltscientificrl
management and (" ) the process of creation of the labour process
itself¡ especially as regards the conscious application of
science to that pur:pose. The first and the third aspects are
related mainly to the technical basis of the labour process
while the second is more explicitly related to the control of
the labour process. In fact , of course, the other two are of
necessity concerned with that objective as we11.

Before analysing these aspects of the modern labour pro-
cess it is worth pointing out that the need fox an agency which
organises the labour process has increased in the present con-
ditions of capitalist accumulation and realisation. First,
there has been an enormous increase in the scale of production
at the plant level, i.e. independently of processes oÍ centra-
lisation. In metallurgical industries, for instance, larger
aluminium plants have grown, since the Second World trtlar, from
a capacity of less than IOO,OOO tons per annum (t/a) to more

than 3OOTOOO t./a, and in the steel industry new' integrated
steel works of more than 10 x 106 t/a capacity are not unusual
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anymore. Pre-war capacities of 2 x
targ. (1 ) . rn the chemical industry
more dramatic. Perrin (1976 ) shows
mj-nímum síze plants have increased
re6o - rsTo/7s(2) .

Such increase is made possible by the development of more
powerful machines, more resilient materials, better control
systems and by the systematic exploration of the possibilities
opened up by tehcnical relations such as those existing be-
tween the surface and capacity of containers. In other words ,
.the results of sever:a1 specific (capitalist) labour plocesses
are combined in an organic whole whichr oh account of its
síze and complexity, must have an organising agency. In the
capitalist system the ltnatural formtf of this organising agency
is the enterprise and it is indicative of the j-mportance of
this form of organising productive activities that State acti-
vities in this area aïe organised as enterprises(3). -ggcolg: âs
is i.nplicit in the above, the labour process is increasingly
the result of a high degree of socialisation of labour. Enter-
prises tend to use more and more instruments and objects of
labour purchased from othe:: enterprises be1-onging to other
rrfamiliestf r so that technical progress in one industry depends
on the technical progress in others. In fact, it is significant
that the most radical innovations in this century have been
accomplished in the intermediary industries (especially chemicals
and electronics ) which produce inputs for a wide l:ange of other
industries. One of the best examples of this process is the
machinery industryt where the main developments have originated
in the electronics industry (especially numerical control), to
the point that a report on the technical progress of the rnachine
tool industry characterises such process as one of ttinvasionrl
by the electronics industry(4)fn"t.forer in the present con-
ditions of capitalist production there is an increased need for
a conscious organisation of the LP. Let us now examine the
main features of this organisation.
(" ) AUTOMATTON

Automation is understood here as the realisation of the
activities of the labour process by machines. In terms of a

rrgeneraltr labour procesS, automation leads to an increased
capacity for producing more goods of homogeneous quality in a

shorter period of tirne. In 'this sense it is an advancement of

10ó t/a were considered
i-ncreases have been even
that for several products
over ten-fold in the period
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human productive capacity. However, as implemented in the
capitalist system, .it presents the followi-ng advantages
f.or the capitalist:
(^) In terms of increasing the rate of surplus-value:

(i) It increases the speed of production
' (ii) It j.ncreases the accuracy of operations and reduces

' waste '
(iij. ) It reduces the period of production because of

(i) less time is sPent for each good
and because of

(ii)also-lesstimeisspentonrepairsand
quality control.

(b) In terms of the control of the labour process:
(i) It j-ncreases control as plocesses and equipment are

desi-gned to suit the capitalists I a.ims , to increase
surPlus-va1ue.

A productive process can be viewed as being composed of two main

s tages :

(") Conception Research, development and desígn of the labour
process including the specifications of the instrumerlts and

objects of labour;
(b) Execution - 1.he actual production of the commodities. The

fj-rst stage is discussed in more detail be1ow. As fot the
second, it can be usefully decomposed into three systems:
transformation, transfer (handli-ng and transportation) and

"o.rttot.(5) Automation of transformation systems is not new -
in many cases it goes back to the middle of the last century,
aS for maahñ.ne too1s, and even earlier: in the chemical industries'
hlhat is the main new feature is the automation of the control
system, largely through electronic devices, and the combination
of automated transformation, transfer and control systents in an

integrated whole
The present developments represent, in factr.a continuation

of a pattern of substitution of machines for men that goes back

to the Industrial Revolution. while in that period what was

being replaced was largely the muscular powel of workers, what
is presently being substituted for is their ability to process
and store information and capacity for making decisions.
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The realisation of productive activities by machines

which underlies the pfogless of automation has been often
attacked because of its consequences for the workers (greater
intensity of labour , gxeater contr:o1 by the "^pit^tists,
monotony of repetitj-ve operations etc ) . such consequences are
undeniable, but the problem for the workers is not automation
but the capitalist mocle of using the possibil.ities opened up

by the development of machines and productive processes' To

focus on automation per S€r except perhaps for tactical reasons

at plant 1eve1 <luring specific struggles, is essentially a

reactionary (ir the wÍdest meaning of the word) approach in
terms of the possj-bilities of socialism in the future and

largely unprocluctive in political terms, as shown by all forms

of Luddism.
The same applies to a considerable extent to the question

of deskilling. undoubtedly the development of automatiou leads

to a simplification and fragmerttation of tasks ' this suits
the purposes of capital as it increases the possibilities of
expanding the use of machines even further:, and it elimin¿rtes
the need for some categories of workers (a= Ford obse::ved:
ilin mass production there are no fittersil ) and reduces the
importance of others, generalj.y of qualified workers employed

directly in the productive process, thus reducing wage costs
and the power of the workers. The workers who are affected
by such processes often resist them, since they bring pay Ie-
ductions (present or prospective), the waste of several years

spent on training and apprenticeship and a different and usually
more boring job. However, to over-emphasise the role of' such

resistance, except for tactical reasons, is probably a mistake'
Professions and skills do not have their survival necessarily
guaranteed because they existed at some point in history' Their
survival must respond to specific social needs and, in fact,
many professions and skil1s have practically disappea::ed from

industrialised societies, whatever thei:: mode of 'production,

because they ar:e not necessary any more. The fitters abo\¡e

rnentioned are a more recent example, but hunters are perhaps a

more tradir-ional and obvious case'
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The disappearence of skills or their l-oss of imporEance, \^7e

are arguing, is inherent in the development of human ProducËive
capacÍLies. From Ëhe soc.i-alist point of view whaE has to be

denounced is not such disappearence (which is again a reactionary
posigion) hrC how the new (and otd) skills are used in the capitalÍst
sysLem.

.As regards futgre tendencies, the compleEel-y automated factory
is stitl- a thing of Lhe future systems of controL that are abl-e
to aul-omaËically correct machines when ne\,v conditions arise
(adaptive control systems) and robot,s that can tseet end assemble
parts accorclingly are stiJ-l Ín early stages of devel-opment, hrt
they are undoubtedly technically feasible.

This meatls ,thaü the technical possibilities of those productive
processes that are based on assembly work (e.9. Ehe engineering
j.ndustries) are f.ar from exhausted. The degree to which they wÍll
be in facË introcluced will depend nnrch on their cost, compared with
the cost of mainËaining the p.resent sysËems and on the workersf
reactions to present and future systems. The same considerations
apply to technigues such as cellular manufacture and grot-lP

technology, where workersr aËËi-Eudes are likely to be even more

important, as those Ëechniques emphasize changes in the orgarrrzaEion
of the labour process rather than irrtroductÍon of new machinery.

It is al-so worth stressing ËhaL while until Ehe middle of Èhis
century auEomation lvas 1-argely the Preserve of mass production,
the l-at¿er being in fact a precondiCion for the introduction of
the former, the development of numerical control- has broken Ehis
necessary connexion, making possible the automaËion of shorË runs
of production, such as batch manufacturing, which characEerLze
most of the capiEal goods industryr.-for instance'

In Ëhe industries which are characterLzed by chemícal Processest
such as plastics, petroleumr metallurgy etc. (indusËries in which
Èhe productive process involves a change in Ehe molecular or atomic
sËructure of the matserials being processed), the degree of
automaËion has been carried nnrch further l-han in assembly-based
industries and Ëhey are rm¡ch nearer Ëhe stsage of dispensing with
most of Ehe direcË workers in the productive Processr reËaining
only a small staff for the control activities, 1-argely based on

el- ectronic ins trumenEaËion.
The development and diffusion of automation is probably the

prime example of the presenE pattern of Eechnical change:
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developments originating in an intermediate industry (electronics),
heavily dependent on scientific knowledge (especiall-y solid-state
physics) which are then applied to a whole range of industries.

(N) IITHE CONSCIOUS APPLICATI ON OF SCIENCEII

In this section vre focus on the first stage of the productive
process, on the activiËies of'tun"urch, development and design,
where some Ímportant changes have occurred since the beginnÍng of
machinofacture, h¡t which have, nonethel-ess, preserved its basic
characteristics and, in fact, contributecl Eo deepen them.

There are Lwo rnain differences in the process of crea.tion
of the labour process today; first in its rinputsr, especially
the i-ncreased use of scientific knowled.ge for the Ëransformation
of the labour process hrt also the use of complex machinery and
instrumentation for the same. pur:pose; second¡ Çhe sy.stematic and
insLÍtutionalized form of pursuing these changes. These are
compLementary features of the same phenomenon hrt it is convenient
to discuss them separately.

IL is known thal; originally, ín ttre secËors where machino-
facEure was first inLroduced (texLiles, metall-urgy), capitalÍsts
relÍed lítËle on the use of scienEific knowledge. In fact, science
profited more from Ëhe development of indusErial processes than
vice-versa(6). This situation begun to change at the end of the
LasÈ êentury witsh the development of ttre electrical Índustry and
changes in the chemical Índustry. The fonner is the first
exampl-e of an industry which was from the outset I science-basedt .

At the presenE time the most radical changes from the point of
novelty and, at Ëhe same time, the most relevant economically,
such as the deveLopment of electronics or atomic energy, are
directly based on Ëhe development of scientific knowledge, in the
sense that this knowledg e is a conditio sine a non for the
reaLLzatrion of productive processes. Of course, in order to
reaLlze such productive processes rEechnicalt knowledge, such as
embodied in design and manufacturÍng procedures, is equally
necessary. This knowledge is based on experience and aLso o11

scienEific information, hrt in order to simplify the discussion
rde shall treat it in the following exposition as subsumed under
the expression t scienËÍfic knowledger .
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The scientific knowledge mer¡tioned above .is basicatr'ly a nn:ch
deeper knowledge about the composition and stnrctu::e of matEer,
which leads to a vastly expanded range of Possibilities of
conËrol-ling and chenging Nature 'to suit economic and social
purposes, such as is witnessed in the development of synthetic
materials, genetic engineering and rhe development of trew forms
of energy. The extension of human capacity for productive activity,
implicÍË in the developrlrent of science, could lead to an enormous
increase in the range of human needs being satisfied and üo a
widespread alleviation of human misery. This irr fact was the basis
of the Victorian faith in the liberation of mankind through
technical progress. However, subordinated to the needs of capi.tal
accunruJ-ation and realization those possibilities are impl-emented
only when they can contrihrte to'those needso

The al-ready vast líterature on innovation bears witness to
this subordi.nation as iL stresses the importance of radequation
to usersl needst' for Lhe success of innovations as those needs
are those of enEerprÍses, Ehe great majority of Ëhe main
innovations beíng on intermediaEe products, which are purchased
and used by the enterprÍses for_ the pùrposes of capital accunn¡la-
'tion and real Lzation..(7)

The capitalist nature of the knowle dge-producing activitie s

i.s also expressed in the facE that such knowl-edge, in itself,
has an exchange value, transacEed through paËents, licensing
agreements, technÍcaL assistance and so one so that onLy those
,who can pay foq it can have access to its use value. Therefore,
as regards the development and use of scierrtific knowledge, from
a hÍstorical poÍnt of view capiËalism is a progressive system,
in the sense thaE ít has carried such deveLopment Eo a stage
hitherto not achieved, hrt such progressi.ve claracter is l-imited
is limited by the intrinsic characteristics of Ëhe CMP itself.

The original orgar'LzaËion of machinofacture and its
relationship with Ëhe institutions producing scientific knowledge
!ùere inadeguate to bring about the changes .we have just mentioned.
The p.roduction of lcnow1-edge could nqE be left to'a few gifted
indiví-duals working autonomously such persons ha.d to be brought
together, properly organised and made to work on problems EhaE v¡ere
relevant tso Ëhe needs of Ehe system - Lherefore the need to
organize and systematise Ëhe effort of research and devel-opmenË
that characEerises the process of change of Ehe labour process
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in this century, Moreover, the type of problems being
invesËigated, the need to draw expertise from oEher people and
Ehe reguirements for compl.icated and expensive macirinery
reinforced., from the operational side, the need for organLzatLonaL
backing.

Again, thÍs is a trend originating at the end of the last
century, in the electrical and chemical industrÍes, but which
became firmly established only in this century. Since the
Second Introrld I,rlar it has been consi.derably emphasÍsed, when
prioríEy was given to large-scale research on problems related
to atomic po!üere aerospace and militrary Þrojects.

ConcomÍtant Co the trend towards large-scale organi,zation,
which created rrew professions (scÍentifÍc and technical workers)
Ehere has been an increase in the importan.ce of hardw are.e
machínery and equipmenE, ín the reaLLzatrÍon of technical and
scÍentifÍc work. In some cases (e.g. atomÍ.c research) such
hardware Ís a necessary condition for the reaLLzation of research
and Ín others it is now spread.ing as an important aid, freguently
repl-acing workers, especially in more rouËine Ëasksr ês in the
case of the use of computers for detail-ed design. In lhis wêyr
not only Índustry becomes depéndent on research hrl- also research
has become dependent on industry"

Presently, even if the scientific workers in R&D laboraLories
and technical rvorkers in clesign deparLments retain a greater
conËroL over thei:: work than their counterparËs on the shop- -

floor, the trend is unmistakably towards the organLzation of their
work along the lines of tscíentÍfic managementr, with an
increasing fragmentaËion- of Ëasks, tÍghter control of actÍvÍties
and h.ierarchical strucËures of command. As regards R&D l4alecki
and Olszewski (L965) (B) speak of a |tcertain assimil-ation of the
character of the scienEific work to Ëhat of a large mechanized
industry; operating intricaEe equipment is in some feaLrrres
analogous to operating machin€r]... Ehe development- of equipment
does produce Ërends towards a narro\^ring of the scíentific
workersr qualifÍcations and torvards their degradationrr .
A notabl-e feaEure of the literaÈure on design technigues is its
concern with sysËematrLzLng and organizing the designerst
creativity with a concopitant increase in their producüiviEy
and in the control of the results by Ëhe organlzation. (see,
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for instance, the col-lection of essays in Gregory (1966) (9).
This ís complemented by the increased. use of computers and

other aids to design activities, éspecially for those activities
which have a more routine character (detailed design) h:C also
increasingly for complex systems which require the combination
of vast quantities of informaEion, such as in aerospace projects
orr more modestly, for complex machinery,

In this sense there seems to be a certain degree of
convergence between the activities of concepLion and execuËion
of the direct labour process and therefore there is an increased
need for management to resort to oEher meaTls, such as stabus-
symbols and physical separation, to maÍnEa.in the division
between Ehe two Eypes of activities which is so important to
its overal-l control of the labou:: pr:ocess.

The growing imporLance of scienËific knowledge for productive
purposes tends to increase the value of commodÍEies as t-here
Ís more labour, especially highly gualífied labour, involved
in their production, tx.rt on the other hand, i-E contrih,ites to
Ëhe reduction of their vaLuà-by making possible larger scales
of production and, through its systematic and organírzed character,
making the process of change more controllal¡le and guí.cker.

Final.ly, Ít should be noted Ehe use of scÍentific knowleclge
for productíve p.rrposes has led noË only to the creation of new
organLzaLions (R&D labs, engineering departments and firms,
consultants), both as parEs of larger organi,zations or as
autonomous institutions, hrt has also,led to a closer inLegration
of industry wicþ the other components of society, such as the
education system and the State, increasing Ëhe social division
of labour and reinforcing the internal cohesion of capitalisl-.
societÍes.

(C)'ISCIENTIFIC },ÍANAGEMENT''

In both aspects of the production process discussed above
there has been a notable increase in the use of t scientific
managementr techniques, drawing heavily on academic discipl-ines
such as psychology, sociology and so on. As in Ehe case of
the knowledge derived from the nattrral sciences Ëhis social
tscientific knowl-edget is put to use for the capiËalist purposes
of increasing productivity and decreasing disnrpEion of the
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of the labour process. tManagement sciencel Ís a clear example
of the subordinaLion of knowledge to economic, social and
political, ie, to class, purposes. Ic is an ideology designed
Èo induce Ëhe working class to accept changes in ELre labour
process, to increase iËs subordinaEion and to counteract its
resistance.

ALso, lorganisational science¡ has become f institr¡tiona-
l-isedr Lhrough the cooperaLion of universities, management
schools and large fi:rns. The planning, organisation and control
of production have become an object for research. Peopl-e who
have sEudied managemenL sysËematÍcally at school are channelled
Ínto enterprísese then move into responsible positions after
relatívely shorL intra-firm l-raÍnÍng, and chey often compete
successfully for executive posts wiËh those who have worked
their !üay up the job ladder in the enLerprise or wÍth those wj.Ëh
greaLer ËechnÍcal knowledge (eg. en.gineers).

The mosl arEicul-aËe expression of this management science
is socio-technr'-caL systems Eheory (tO¡. This differs from the
classical tradition of scienEific managemenL deriving from
Taylor Ín that it does n.ot aim at q.!Ieg! control of work through
machines or melf. ManagemenË l-echnigues based on the systems
approach attempt the integration of systems of activities which
have their own internal sEructure of regulaËion. The result,
Ídea1Ly, Ís a whole which is either self-regulaËing or so
structured as Eo make deviati-ons from planned performance easily
seen by those managíng the organLzaËíon, which Ís to adopt for
Ëhe labour process as a .social system Ël're same ideal of t self -
regulaeionr (complete automation) that is adopted for the labour
process as a machine sysLem.

Autonomy is a central theoretical and ídeologicaL focus
Ín socio-technical systems theor'y. The point of this auEonomy
is thaL it aims to raise cooperation and creativity, h¡L these
are of course onl-y allowed to unfold within a system whose
objectives have been tclarifiedt by top managemenE and
toperationalisedt for Ëhe subordinated levels of the organj-zation-
ThÍs autonomy may vary in degree and content depending on the
specific characterisLics of any particular l-abour process. One

has the case of t seed moneyt for R&D projecEs which give
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researchers considerable freedom; btrt on the other hand one
has the case of the tsemi-autonomousr groups on the shop-floor,
and these have in effect an extremely limited degree of freedom.
Central control of ratrtonomous groupsr aE whatever level is
always exercised through the tmanagement information systeml
wl'rich has developed to remarkable and sinister degrees of
sophis{:ication with. the revolution of rinformation technologyt.

I¡thile such concepts of management may not yet be dominant
in indust::y they are cerËainly the dorninanL ideol-ogy in
management studies" Ert the point is thaE v¡h.ile such management
sysLems do of coLlrse require investigaLion into theí-r concrete
materialisation i.n production processes it is at the same time,
if seen from Ehe point of view of labou::, perfectly clear that
they in no way constitute a break 'lvith the general irninanent
laws of the capitalisE labotrr process. A purely empirí.cal
study of them can very easí.ly fall into all kinds of ideological
traps r.'¡hen it comes to measuring such purported empirical
variables as fautonomyt, tresþonsabiliLyr and so on. But a
theo::etically Ínformed study of them would reveal in all detail
their embodiment of ever more rigorous constraints and controls
operatÍ.ng on J-abour to define its requirecl perfor:manc-e and ever
more systematic and technical.ly sophisticatecl means of monitoring
this performance, ie. of increasing supervisíon and discipline.
Capital has increased its po\,ver to coerce required labour per-
formance. Any shop-ftoor: worker can instantly perceive the
por^/er of management hiding behind the rhetoric and Che soft-
\^rare, hrt not surprisingly bourgeois irrtellectuals are more
easily fooled,

¡
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2 Ti{E PROCLISS OF ACCUlftii-ATION
(a) Lcvel.s of abstraction

The analysis of the forrn of the Ci-P has to be relocated Ínto
t-he anal-;,sis of capitalisü relations of production, and further,
i.nt-o ü6e concreLe historicaJ- analysis of the devel-opmerrl- of particul-ar
soci.al form.ations (eg. zALh. century Britain). Although the capÍtalist.
control of the L,P is a necessary cotrdition for the extracti.on of
surplus val.ue, the clevel.opment of tlr.e capitali-sL mode of production
cannot be símply de::ived from the capitalist .labour process.
The needs of capital accumulation and the reprocluctj-on of capit'alist
procluction relations require the continual reconstruction of the
CLP ieo the labour pï:ocessr ês the source of surplus-value, must be
coptinuatl"y reconstructed by capital in order to meet the changí-ng
eonditions trnder: which valorisatí-on has. to be accomplished. But
this reconst::uctiorr unfol.ds, historicalty, through Lhe processàs of
cl-ass struggle and of capitalist cornpetitj-on, through both. the
Íntensive and exËensive growth of the fiel-d of action of accumulation,
ancl, broader stil1, th.rough politi.cal and ideological processes,
notably the clevel-opinent of the capÍtalist state. It is thus a long
way from an abstract analysis of the forms of the capitalist labour
process to any hisËorícal periodisation of ttre capitalisl rnocle of
produ.ction or to a consíderation of the Eransitj-on to socialism.
Indeecl, it is only in te::ms of its articulation with this wider
context .thaË the actual- historical. evolution of the capitalist
labour process can be understoocl, and the enormous body of enpirical
obervatÍ<¡ns on the changes in the labour process in this century
sorted into some meaní-ngful order.

Therefore the analysis of the labour process is relevant to
the analysis of the development of contradictions wiËhin the
capitalist mode of production not at the level of its internal
structure only but in the context of the dynamic and contradictions
of the accumulation process. It'is beyond the scope of this Paper
to do more than provide notes on the rnain the main dimensions of this
probl-em, concentrating on the fact that the interactÍon between the
accumulation process and the development of the labour Process Eakes
place on the terrain defined by the cleveloping social-ization of
labour and a greater relíance on the extracti.on of relative surplus-
value. The general Jlramework is a seri.es of evolving relations:

relaËions between departments of production
reLations between branches of índustry
rel,ations wi.thin the world capí.tal"ist system (".g. between
na.Lional. capitals, and bet\reen metropolifan and imperÍ-alised
economies)
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relations between fractions of capital-
relations between capÍtal and staËe
relations with the competitive I social:Lstr economies.

These developments change the conditÍons in which the valoris-
ation process is conducteci ty indir¡idr:al- capitals, ancl are themselves,
on the other hand, affected by developments in particular labour
processês.. Thus, for example, the problems faced by an individual
capital- in textile manufacture are structured by the existence of
particular international labour: markets, by ttre intervention of
states in the defence of national interests, by technical develop-
ments in other branches of production (so that the chemical indusLry
becomes a main source of raw maËerials with the developmenË of
synËheËic fibres) and so on.

On the other hand one can find in any particular social form-
ation many labour processes which do not, or do noE directly, fal1
under the fu1l force of the law of value. For example, there are
l-abour processes taking place in non-capitalist subordinate modes
of productíon within peripheral- social formations, and the survival
of certain areas of indiviclual artisanal p::oduction even in the
developed capiEalisË economies. In these economies there are also,
and above all-, many labour processes which stand in some indirect and
difficult to analyse relations with the ope:r:ation of the l-aw of
value and which are, nonetheless, of central importance as aspects of
the general conditions under which valorisation of capitals is
taking p1-ace. Perhaps the most important of these are (i) housework,
and (ii¡ Ëhe very heterogeneous range of labour processes taking
place under the comnand of the State.

So, in the theory of the capitalist labour process developed in
SectÍon 1 of this paper we defined its essence as its subordination
to the objectÍve of valorisation, and we worked out the implications
of the subordination for Ëhe internal structure of. the I abstract
labour processf , Irtre abstracted from other, external, forces acting
on the labour process and determining its precise concrete conËenf.
To investigate changes in the labour process in the context of the
process of accumulation involves moving Ëo a lower level of abstracÈ-
ion and attemptÍng to conceptualise how the context of changing
relationships mentÍoned above has an effect on labour processes as
the CMP develops. The Ëheoretical concepts involved in specifying
these aspects of the secul-ar accumulation process (concepts such as
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tfractLons of capitalt rthe tstatet, tdepartments of productiont
and so on) give us a framework for understanding the accurmrlation
process in terms of its own logic. They allow us, for example, to
eLúorate a set of abstract criteria for dÍstinguishing competitive
from monopol-y capil-alism, in sc¡ far as l-his is a useful distinction.
More conc::etely, they allow us to distinguish periods of the accumulat-
ion process, in terms of the changing requirenents for ensuring
repro<luction as the relaÇion between departments changes (cfre shift
to mass consumption goods in the USA bet\{een the wars, in Europe
post war) ! and the leading role of particular secLors at particular
times. Moreover, this level _of analysis, of the tstr:ucture of
accurrrul-ationr , ecompasses al-so the changing territorial structure
expressed in the internaEional divisÍon of labour and the inter-
nationaLi"zatLon of capital: especial-ly today, the nature of the
capital-ist labour process is inseperable from the structure of
capitall. in the world economy. It is at this l-evel of analysis thilt
pri-toi,*11 develops the notion that there exÍst not only two distinct
labour markets (a shrinking highly-skilled and a mass unskilled, as a
central. feature now of the international- division of labour), but
also two l-abor.rr processes: the labour process of mass production, and
the labour process ttdirected aË the reprorJu.ction of rtr.ling class
hegemony based on the conËrol of conmodity relaËionstr, i.ê. market
research, design, management consultancy etc.

lluU the el-ements of. this accumulation process are arLiculated
concrel-ely in the yet broader context of the capitalist social-
format-lon. Th.e actual structure of the process is not historically
deterrnLned by the abstract logic of capital accumulation, since
capitirlist procluction relaÇions can only be reproduced as a totality
of socrlal- relations, much broader than tcapiËal as a social- relationr.
Hence Lhe need Ëo elaborate Ehe links beËween changes in the capiËal-
ist labour process and changes in class composition, in political
structures, in the role of the capitalist state (in educatÍon as
much ûs the economy)and in interstate relations. !tre only wanË here to
point tp the danger of interpreËing concrete developments in the
capitollst labour process solely in tèrms of the tlogic of accumulat-
iont , rather than in tèrms of class struggle Ëo be 'understood in a

wider context.

To ill-ustrate Ëhe kinds of research \^7e see as relevant here
we give trel-ow our notes on the labour process and imperialism, and on
the lsbour process and the StaLe; these are of course only sketches
and rrot adequate treatments of the probl-ems.
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(b) the State

Exi-stÍng theories of the state can be cha::icterised in terms
of i) their relative emphasis on either the use value or the
exchange value role of the state; ji) their emphasis on

either: production or circul.atj.on as the principal sphere of
the statets ac'ti-vity. the two perspectíves can be brought
together in a matl:ix as follows:

use value exchange value

state as supPlier of
generalised inPuts,
as planner, or repro-
duce:: óf labour power
as a corßTlodity

underconsumpt ionis t
theories of the state
(Baran & Swee2y)
distributional
theories (Ricardians,
Fabians )

círculation

production Ital-ian school restructuring (f"ine &

I{arris )

Among use value views (i.n. those views concerned with the
qualitative material character of the state) *" include those
theses concerned with the economic role of the state as a pÏo-
vider of material inputs r' âs the co-ordinator of proportionality
between branches and departments, and as the reproducer of the
labour force by means of the tsocial waget. !t/e would also in-
clude those who exclusively emphasise the role of the stâte
as an instrument of class opPïession - a fertile example being
the ltalian school with theír j-nsights on the way in lvhich the
state tdeco*posesr labour both irr production and in the
rrsocial factory". In general the use value grouping emphasises the
class character of the state, the increasing socialisation of
labour (social conditions for the production of health services,
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transport, energy etc) and the creation of the
for the reproduction of capíta1.

educat j-on,
conditions

Exchange value theorists emphasise value contrari"ictionç r

and usually derive their theses on the state from a particu-
lar theory of crisis. The underconsumptionist theories of
the state as an absorber of tsurplus'surplusr are an obvious
exarnple. .In this case the state acts i.n the sphere of
circulation to correct a contradíction in the sphere of cir-
culation. In some of the capital logic theories, the stàte
acts in the sphere of circulation (increasing state expendi-
ture, ex.pansion of the money supplyr) as a clisplacement of
a contradiction which appears in the sphere of private cir-
culation (unemployment, failure of capital to advance money
capital ) but originates ín the sphere of production (falling
rate of profit ). Another varj.ant of the capital logic
school, is the recent work of Fine and Flarri-s, who see the
statets role as directly intervening in the restructuring
of production

Onr task is of course to combine all elements, more speci--
fically to trace the irreducible contradiction between use
value and exchange value as manifested in the activity of
the state both in production and circulatíon. Some use
value authors have attempted to do this by introducing the
concept of unproductive labour. The pressure for expanding
the state for use value purposes has worsened the value con-
tradictions of capital by increasing the proportion of un-
producti-ve bupported by the productive labour of the pri-
vate sphere. Or the argument can be taken one step back:
the increase in the statets use value functions being rela-
ted to contradictions in the exchange value sphere (need
for restructuri.ng, cheapening the elements of constant
capi-tal etc), which then further reacts back on exchange
value in some contradictory way - again perhaps by the
avenue of unproductive labour. For the most part however
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exchange value and use
as have the treatments

vallle approaches have remained separate
of procluction and circulation.

Approaching the subject from the point of vj-ew of the labou::
process will we hope suggest a tnore satisfactory way of treat-
ing the state as a form in capitalist accumulatíon. Let us
start, like the Italian school, from the mater:ial relations
in the process of production. Just as production is simul-
taneously a rnaterial and a value proclucing process so it has
simultaneously a political and a.n economíc character. The
poJ-itical stems froin the necessity for capítal to extract
surplus labour from the commodity it .has purchased - labor,rr
power. FIow to force labour to work - this is one side to
the problem of capitalist control of the labour: process. The
rtalj.an school has a.nalysed the nature of the class struggle
in the politics of production, the means by which capital
has attempted to control labour (decomposition) and the way
in which labour has responded (recomposition). The import-
ant point here is that capitalts political response at the
point of production will take a number of forms. Much of
the political atta.ck is carried on by 1þs capi.talist owner
or his managers. But there are also ways in which capita-
lists co-operate, act as a c1ass, in the form of state action
in the pol-itics of production. The instruments of force
both army and police - to enforce labour discipline in pro-
duction is one example. The history of industrial law
(about working conditions, and the length of the working
day, ) is another. the direct intervention of the state in
restructuri.ng and raising the productivity of labour in
production is a third. ïn all these instances the state j_s

a form - but only one form - in which capital attacks its
central political problem of extracting labour out of labour
power.

,)
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There is also a politics of circulaticn. It is concerned
with forcing labour power to sell itself as a commodity.
This is the farniliar field <¡f the expropriation of the
l.abourer from his/her means of subsiste nce, the develop-
ment of modern landed property, the reproduction of
labour power as a commodity. This is also the familiar
terrain o.f theories of the state as reproducers of capita-
list class relations. Two points need to be made. F'irst,
many theories of the poli-tics of circul.ation do not see
this aspect of circulation in terms of the poLitics of
producti-on" Production remains a black box, with labour
power going in at or-re end, and surplus value coming out
at the other. Our point ís that the whole process of the
circulation of labour power is dorninated by the concern
to di-sciplÍ.ne labor-rr in production. Wages are. not just a
portion of value yielded up by capital as part of a
general distribution process (neo-Ricardians). they are
yielded up in a form and an arnount necessary to ensure
the application of labour in the process of production in
the next time period. Labour permits are no'c just a means
of restricting immigrants frorn a genera.lised access to
social services, nor of preserving the bargaining power
of labour in wage negotiations, but rather a means of
supporting capitalist attempts at discipline in the fac-
tory. Indeed the threat of being thrown out of work (a
moment in circulation) is perhaps the main way in which
capital enforces disci-pline in the factory. Thus we must
recognise the irreducible character of the politics of
circulation, but in doing so situate it in terms of the
politics of productionr or more generally, in terms of the
material (as against value) problem of extracting surplus
labcur from labour power.

\,ï
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The second poi-nt is thatr âS in pr:oduction, capital acts in
the politics of circulation j-n many guises. The form of
this politics may be confined to the fact oTy. Particular
capitalists are often concerned to restrict or counteract
labourts f freedomr not to work for a speci-fic firm. they may:

i) contr:ol labour through tied housing or other items of
subsistence.

ii)include promises of ftrture pay and promo'i.ion if the wor-
ker stays disciplínec1 in procluction for the particular
firm.

i-ii) condition the a¡n¡unt and form of wage payrnent on perfor-
mance in the factory (piece rates, other bonuses etc ' )
The historY of the wage

iv)arrange through the state that a labourts -freedom to se11

itself in a parrticular nat-ìr:na1 market is conditj-onal on

staying with the salne firm (direct recruitment of labour
by London lransPort fox examPle)

v) move to areas where the reserve army is so large
mobility between capitals is restricted and the
pline of hunger provides the supporting context

, discipline of capital j-n the factory'

that
disci-
to the

vi)have recruj.tme¡rt pol.icies aimed at excluding militantsror
others who are unlikely to meet the required speeds de-
sired by capital from its labour power'

or capital may act at the 1oca1 1eve1 (see 1oca1 agreements

on training labourr or non-poaching agreementsr or exchange
of information on particular workers') Or it may'act
through the national state (see Gambinors interpretation of
the race relations act in terms of the discipline of immi-
grant labour in the car industry t oT unemployment benefits).
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1|he states ::o1e is particularly important j-n the event of a

strike: insistirrg on the necessity for partj-cu1ar labourers
to sell their part5-cu1ar: laborrPo*u.ÏrU.tituting these labourer s

with troops, dividing the striking labourers with propâ-
ganda, attacking strikers with criminal tressPass laws and
laws against picketing, witholding payments from strikers
families

In general the main form in which capital ãppears in the
politics of productj-on is that of the organising capitalist
hirnself . The rvh.ole hierarachy of control, the internal
system of factory rpolice t, is devised and guided by the
capitalist. the state is more important in the politics
of cj.rculation for here the particula:: capi.talist is re-
stricted to the micro 1eve1, But whether in the politics
of productj-on or th.e politics of circulation, the state
must be seerì nerely as one of a number of pcrsible forms
which capital takes in its po1ítica1 drive against labour"

lVhile it will be clear how cirCulation and productj-on are
related in the above remarks, the connection between use
value and exchange v¡r1ue is not so clear" For in identi-
fying politics with that aspect <¡f material production
and circulation concerned with extracting surplus valuet
we run the risk of once more divorcing the insep elãb1e'
use value f::om .*"f'r^ntfålt ]]h. relation betü¡een the two
has a nunrber of aspects as it touches the state. First,
the very pol:'-tics of production and circulation is founded
oûr driven by the value relations withj-n capital, the d::ive
for the expansion of surplus value through the exploitation
of labour power. Capitalist expJ.oitation as a form of
exploitation necessarily involves the concept of value and
exchange value. From here cones the drive for time economy
and synchronisation. Secondly, the fact that the political
tasks are themselves material tasks, and therefore have to
be produced, means that conside::ations of value enter here.
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thus the state performs many of these tasks because it is
most refficient t from the point of capital for it to do so
Put in other terms, there are considerable scale econo¡ries
ín centralised production.

l'his leads to a third point, namely that the activities of
the state, whether they are concerned with the politics of
production or circula'cion, whether concerned with the pro-
visions of material inputs an<l planni-ng t or whether concerned
with the reproduction of the labour force and of ideology,
themselves involve a l-at¡our process. The production of use
vâ1ues by the stâte involves necessarily exchange value and
value relations, and äs such involves labour processes.
Force, eclucatiôÌr, health, all have to be prod.uced, and. a.11

ha.ve their own process. One of the main poi.nts we want to
make is that any analysis of the state must involve a study
of the labour pïocess of state production and. the character
of the relations between these labour processes and va1ue.
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Exchange value theorists have distinguished this labour
in terms of the character of its sale as labour power.
It is unproductive because it is paid out of revenue.
I,{e want to place a contrary emphasis orì its character
as collective laboul:r âD emphasis whj-ch is concerned
more with its output (output not i¡rmediateJ.y related to
particular: commodities, but rather with generalised
commodities produced by general social labour). In
these terms, state labour is not unique. there is
much social labour i.n private companies whose output
can not be directly linked to particular commodities.
Put another wâyr their jobs cannot be dj-rectly disciplined
by the market. But the state has tended to take oveï
the productÍon of those general commodities whose
production characteristics involve a high l-abour
productivity and degree of socialised labour. Gas,
electricítyt trains, broadcasti-ng, force: all have
very high scale economies, and interdependent systems
of labour to produce the particular results,/commodities.
One consequence of this is very 1ow margina.l- costs of
producti.on (virtually zeÍo for telephone calls, electricity,
and broadcasting).

These systems of productj-on have a double insulation
against the law of value. First, restructuring tends
to require the reorganisation of the whole system rather
than particuJ-ar jobs in the collective who1e. Second,
the state has a certain autonomy of funds, a leeway,
linked to its power of tax and money creation, which can
defend its units of collective labour from restructuring.
This does not mean that the state sector is immune to the
l-aw of value. Rather, when it comes it tends to be
i) massive in its implications for general labour of
the reorganisation of railwâysr or the introduction of

a
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electronic telephone exchanges, or automatic post
office sorting or new mining techniques, or natural
gasi (ii) a clearly political quality: cuts are
introduced in ways which are not necessarily dictated
by the markets. They may run counter to the dictates
of the market ând the marketrs common sense (increasíng
charges for services with zero marginal cost, slashj-ng
the jobs c¡f immediate service workers while rnaintaining
the paraphernalia of corporate hierarchy). Both these
poj-nts mean that large numbers of workers (and the
nationalised indr-rstries tend to be the largest employers
in any one country) will be subject to the simul.taÌ1eous,
and overtly political experience of capitalist crisis
and restructuring. The fetishism of commodities fades
to be replaced by a fetishism of the system.

At the other extreme, the state has a number of sectors
which have a very 1ow producti.vity: educatj-onrhealth,
many social services, and branches of adminis'bration.
Again labour is related to the market in only the most
general way (even more general than the utilities lve have
dealt with above). Thus the discipline of production
take on a more arbitrary form than it does for a labour
process producing particular commodities for sale ( the
shoemaker, the printer). Moreover, some labour processes
in these spheres are sti1l at the 1evel of the artisan,
with some simple-co-op€fation and manufacture. As we
have seen, labour is most diffícult to disciplíne in this
form. Hence the contradiction at a time of crisis.
Capital finds it difficult to restructure these sectors,
the quantity of social capital to maintain the same use
val-ues of output rise6¡ relative to other sectors, (the
familiar crisis of state expenditure), attempts are macle
to increase the length of the working day (junior doctors)

I
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and the intensity of labour, al_ternatively cuts in the
output are suggested" All these clash directly with
the developed artisan and social ideologies of the
workers concerned, who bei-ng orgarrised as collective
labourers are thrown into joint responses (1ike the
workers in tþe utilities). The political character
of the economic decisj.ons is made vivid. Only the
fetishism of the system t or of. the coro.moclity relations
of the world market comes to
in such a situation"

the ideological- aid of capital-

The direction of a critique of public expenditure cuts
are we hope clear. The rise in state expencliture j-s not
due to Baran and Sweezy underconsumption, nor a necessity
to maintain empioyment by increa.sing the meney supply.
Rather it is due toz í) an inability to cut unemployment
benefits at a time of rising unemployment - this is the
really large unproductive expenditur:e; ii) an inability
to bal-ance these increasi.ng state payments for unemployment
benefj-t by an increase in productj-vit)¡ in the service
sector of state activity. thus while the use values
produced. in the state service sector are rising only
slowly if at all (one third increase for the 20 years since
1950 in secondary education for ins'Lance ) the exchange
values are nor being reduced in line with the private
sector, and indeecl are in some cases rising because of
improved working conditions (srna11er clasges in schools)
and increased input costs by large capital and landed
proprietors ("f . rise i-n drug prices, the cost of
educationat inputs, 1and, building costs etc.) Hencewhil-e
the use values may be seen to be relatively declining in
comparison with use values in other sectors, theexchange
values are rising because of comparative productivity
changes. The high prpductivity areas of state activity -
the utilities - are meanwhile undergoing massive r€-structuring,
involving subsidies from general funds so that prices can
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be kept 1ow for capital, and mcney suppl-y must therefore
be increased. Since the labour movement is vj-gorously
defending j.ob= and unemployment benefits the cuts are
aimed at the weaker sectors, notably the socj.al sectors
where the political and savage anti-workíng class
character of the cuts'are most clearly evident. The
artisans of ttris sector al:e currently in the process of
preparing their response .

IrIe have emphasised the character of the circulation of
the final commodity produced in the state sector, because
this seems to have much more si-gnificance for the labour
process, and the character of capital-ist clisci-pline in
these sectors than has the nature of payment for the
commodity labour power itself . I,{e find in the state the
contradiction between forcês and relatíons of production
being expressed in the state sector at an advanced level
a) in circulation (cuts, prices charged, pressure of
state sector wages) and b) in production, in the labour
process of the collective worke::, organised by a central
state institution with either increasing leve1s of
technical labour t or artisan service labour. In both
cases the siqnifica.nce for the material basis for political
organisation will we hope be clear"

{¡
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(C) IMPERTAI-I SM

The labour process approach to imperialísm is distinguised
in the following way: it is concerned wittr the attempt by
capital to stiuggte against the power of or:ganised labour by
recruiting labour in less devetoped countrj.es. This
redistribution of production is important not only in its
effect on wages ancl profits but also in tha.1. it ensurós a
supply of labour when it is required (attempt to avoid strikes)
and makes it easier to.dismiss it when it is not required.

A. INTERi\AIIONALIZATION OF PRODUCTION

the pre-condition (or material basis) for the international
relocation of production j-s

the development of a technology which makes industrial
production less dependent on geographical distances,
i.e. modern transport a.nd communication techniques.

(i)

(ii )

the
move out

. The forces which bri-ng about the internatíonalization of
production are essentially two: international competition
between firms and workerS;1 resistance in the central capitalist
economies. this will become clearer when we see which
industrial branches are affected, and to which countries in
the periphery production is shifted.

the decornpositibn of a complex production process
into elementary units such that even an unskilled
labour force can be easily trained to perform otherwise
complex operations

industries which are confronted with the decision to
are mainly

traditional labour intensive industries (".9. textiles,
Æxcept synthetic f ibreS-/, clothing, shoes ) ;
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labour intensive sections of ilscience basedrt industries
(ir particular electronics) ;

capital intensive mass consumption industries which are
highly intensive in the use of unskilled labour (".9. car
industry) "

So, often it is only certain stages in the production
process that are farmed out to less developed countries;
semi-manufactured produi:ts are taken there, wor:ked on and
exported back to the mother company or to sorne other parts
of the company in another country.

International competition forces firms v¡hich are operating
in these industries to move to those states which offer them
a docile labour force at 1ow wage levels a.nd freedom in the
movement of capital. I,r/ages, in Hong Kong, South Korea, laiwan
are 10 - l-B times lower than in the USA for the same wc,rk.
In Mexicots border industries, some countries of Central
America, and the West Indies, the wages in comparison to the
USA are between 1:4 and 1:8. The wage differences are not so
great when compared with Japan, but they are different enough
to force Japanese -firms to move out. The important thing is
that labour productivity in the periphery is, in general,
comparable to what it is in the USA, I¡Iest Germany or Japan.

These differences in labour costs are an important reason
f or rrrunning awayrf to less developed countries, but they do
not explain the reasons behind the choice of country. there is
evidence that inter-country differences are best explained by
the degree of labour rrdocilityrr.

This pattern makes sense in the light of the workers t

resistãnce which capital'faces in the central económies. Firms
attempt to avoid the problems which e.g. US motor car companies
have in the traditional car towns where they are up against a
fairly militant and sophisticated rvorking c1ass. they have
closed older assembly plants in Detroit and Toledo and have
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moved to more attractive regions at home and abroad where
the prospects of frequent work stoppages ancl resistance
to speecl up are reduced - at least tempor:arily.

This makes i-t clear that the extent and direction .of the
rfdecentralizationrr of production does not only depend on

economic cond.itions such as relative labour costs, burt also
on the political conditions which companies meet or are
able to impose. Such conditions are essentially the contr:o1
of labour organisa'tions and the guarantee of free movements
of capital. In nany parts of the world these are enforced
by a repressive state apParatus.

An i.mportant alternâtive to setting up a subsidiary in
cleveloping countries is international sub-contracting
arrangements wj-th 1oca1 firms, which are of-Len complemented
by domestic sub-contracting. In Hong Kong and South Korea
there is now a v¿hole network of small manuf acturers suppJ-ying
inputs to export-oriented electronics enterpr:ises.

Two special- arrangements whj-ch seem to be gaining importance
are: the Free Production Zones in Asia, Africa and Latin
America and contract processing with East European firms.

Free Productiorr Zones are enclaves designed for the
utilization of labour by international firms. these firms
are attracted by 1ow wages, special taríff and tax concessions,
and specially built infrastructure. The zones are totally
integrated into the. world economy or often into a specific
companyr âs most of the material inputs come from outside and
all outpr-rt is exported.

the East European connection is intríguing:' intermediate
products are sent to factories under contract in socialist
countries and on sending back the finished products payment
is made for the job. Thj-s contract Processing seems to be on

the increase, in particular to Yugoslavia and in the textile
and clothing industries, but other countries (Hungary, Poland)
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and other industries (electronj-c components) are ínvolved as
we1l. It is worth noting that Eastern Europe not only provides
a stable, disciplinecl, relatively cheap labour force, but also
that certain standards of payment, working conditions,
eclucational standards, and health care are provided by the
state. (L2)

B. INÎERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOL]R

An analysis of imperialism which starts from the labour
process reveals some tendencies for the international division
of labour. A [,r/est German banker seems to have captur:ecl this
very well:

rrlt will be nlc'::e and more difficult to manufacture labour
intensive products or those with a 1ow technolågy content
(clothing, footwear, electrical and optica.L products of mass
consumption) in West Germany. The efforts of the developing
countries to overcome their special-ization on primary pr:odr-rcts
will make the' procluctive potential of i.ts industries in
advanced countries redundant ... The inference to be drawn is
that production plants must be transferred to lower cost
countries. The goal should be an industrial structure like
that of Switzerland i.e. concentration on products requiring
sophisticated know-how and engineering.tr (13)

This view is in cornplete agreement with a thesis arising
out of Palloixts work on the labour process, who first posj-ts
a dual labour market, with a highly skilled, well paid,
relatively smal1 work force orf the one hand, and the great
majority of unskilled or semi-skilled, poorly paid workers on
the other. He then argues that this duality tends to
reproduce itself more and more at the international leve1 and
that industries based on large numbers of unskillled workers
tend to move to the periphery, while the centre tends to
Itreserve" for itself the production which requires a highly
trained workforce. (14)
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The runaway industries which we
certainl y the clearest indication of

dealt with before are
this trend.

However, this whole picture. seems to be at odds with a
lot of the literature on Third .\¡lorld Employment, which sees
one of the main reasons for the high urban un(der)ernployment
in the high capital-intensity of modern inclustry, usually
illustrated by high growth rates of i.rrdustrial output and
low rates of l-abour absorption into the modern sector,

This lead South Americans such as Nun and Quijano to
question the usefulness of the concept of an industrial
reserve army, because in their view the irnported technology
excludes a large part of the labour force fron' ever being
absorbed into the rnodern sector; they prefer to talk about
a marginalised labrour force.

The point here is not to discuss
come to grips wi'ch the fact that there
capit¿r1 intensive operations set up J-n

both foreign and national capitaJ-. To
this contradict our initial hypothesis
international division of labour?

the periphery by
what extent does
about trends in the

this
á::e

literature but to
substantial

the startinçß point for this view was the labour process,
because this is fundamental to an understanding of the
capitalist expansion into the priphery. However, not all
aspects of imperialism have to do with the labour process,
at least not in a direct way. One motor for imperialism
continues to be the need for raw materials. Another one
has to do with capital¡s attempt to secure markets in the
periphery. the tariff barriers which many developing
countries set up to initiate a process of import substitution
closed many export markets to firms .of the central economies.
Consequently, firms tried to jump the tariff barri.ers by setting
up subsidiaries within the underdeveloped countries or by
contracting to 1ocal firms. This expansion into the
periphery had little to do with lower wages in the periphery
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or Workel:st urìrest in the centre, it was prirnarily to secure
markets and it included nìany capital intensive industries (".g.
the chemical j-ndust ry) . Companies producing in developing
countries in such capital intensive branches tend to have a

relatively highly paid stable workforce - often bacl<ed up by
enterprise based unions - although this is often accompanied
by the employmeut of tlnstab¡le, poorly paid labour in
ancil Lary operations.

This type of investment and l.abour utilization in .Lhe

periphery makes it necessary to qualify or rectify the German

bankerts and Palloixrs view of the trends in the internation¿rl
division of labour. But at the same ti¡ne this supports
their view, because one part of the total labour plocess
remains in the centrerna.mely the research ancl development.
Statistics about the distribution of R & D expenditure make

this vely cLear. Tt is estimated that only 2% of the worldts
expenditure for R & D (excluding the socialist countries)
takes pl.ace in underdeveloped counti:ies. this has great
importa.nce for where in the world the accumulation of capital
takes place and where skilled labour is concentrated.

There is ample evidence (15) that firms which control the
technology can, and do, use tris monopo1y to repatriate capital
from the periphery through ma:ripulating prices for i¡ps¿3,
royalty payments and licensing payments - all this in addition
to official repatriation of profits from subsicliaries.

the sophisticated nachinery and equipment exported to
the periphery is only a transfer of technology in the sense
that the results of technical knowledge are transferred
often in packaged form - not the institutionally organised
knowledge and ski11.

the jobs which continuallY
and new machinery and equiPment

produce new technical knowledge
remain in the centre.
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C. THE WORKING CLASS AI{D lHE STATE

þ-roin this we can not conclude that the working class
will be divided int;ernationally in such a way that all skilled
workers will eventually be in the centre and the unskilled
workers in the periphery. First, there are nany operations
which require little training but simply can not be shifted,
e.g. construct-ion incl-rstry. second,'chere is no industry
which employs only skilled oI only unsk:i-.l.1ed labour. third,
deskj-ll.ing is a process which works v¡ithin and qglese
indtrstries. Lastly, some gover:nments in the periphery do

attempt to build up thei:: own technologj-cal capacity" These
a::e forces which make reality mole complex than suggested by
the above pictlrïe. Even so¡ an essential part of this
realíty is that the technological Progress in ïransport and
conrmunication and the general drive for decompositj-on of
complex into sirnple labour has made it possible to shift
certaj-n kinds of production inte::nationally; not only this l:ut
international competition and workers resistance in the centre
has made it necessary fot many firms to move to those places
which offer a cheap and ttresponsiblett labour force. The

ç orl-dwide industrial reserve aInìy has become a reality since
the sixties.

The sheer possibility of shifting production internationally
has an enormous impact on the political stttngl"r}i?åT1r"" capital
and labour. In several industries it has becomeTirnost powerful
weapon to fight trade union demands or opposition. The
labour movement remains powerless becaurse at the present stage
it can not effectively organi-se at the international leve1,
even though frV,lorkers of all countries uniteltr has for the first
time in history a material basis. Geographical distance and
language barriers þamper the unity of the working c1ass.
Political.Iy equally important is capitalts general policy of
treating its core of very higl-rly trained rvorkers, especially
in R & D, engineeling and design, very favourably in terms of
salaries and fringe payments and working conditions and, as
said earlier, these are jobs which tend to remain in the
centre.
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The sa:ne possibil.ity of world wide utilízatíon of labour
for nanufactr-rring, which increases capitalts power vis-à-vis
worker organízationsrincreases its power vis-à-vis goveïnments.
Chryslerts blackmail of the British government to pay subsidies
and to put pressure on the trade union comes to mind.
Nationa1-i-zation of such companies is very difficult, because
the operations concernecí are usualJ-y tightly tied into inter-
nationally integrateci processes of production and foreign
mar:ket conditions over which governments have no control;
often it is not even a bargaining counter because of the
international mobility of these compalies. In 1965 US firms
began to rurì away in large numbers f::om the US to North
Ivlexico and started production there of e-l-ectric & electlonic
products, textiles, footwear, sporting goods, toys, foocl and
wood products. After Mexican workers organised themsel.ves
for better wages and working.conditions, the US compani-es
increased the pressure on the Mexican government to control
the workers; some companies actually moved on to Centr¿r1
America and the Ç¿ribbean (in L974-75t, where governrnents
ask even less of the multinational firms in exchange for
gover:nment-f inanced inf rastructure, giveavralz tax exemptions,
and tfincentiverr legislation, and where labour is cheaper and
less organised. (16)

Capit al
a large part
state.

relies on the state
of manufacturing it

for its expansion, but for
need not rely on any particular

D. INÎERNATIONAL MTGRATION OF LABOIJR

The employnent of migrant labour has been
alternative or additic¡n to shifting factorj.es:
Puerto Ricans work in the USA and workers from
countries went to l,r/estern Europe

an important
Mexicans and

the Ivlediterranean

A large part of these migrant workers is concentrated in
that type of production whj-ch requires labour for which only a
very short training is needed. This has slowed dcf¡rn the wage
increase for unskilled jobs. It enabled h/est European workers
to,move into more skilled or supervisory jobs which has the
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effect of making them assocj ate with the fj-rm rather than
with their foreign fe11ow workers. (Decomposition of labour) .

The state p1.ays an important part in regulating the flow of
migrants accord-ing to capital¡s needs. A major difference
betr¡reen Britain and e.g. West Germany, is that in a crisis
Britain finds it moïe ¿ifficuft to dispose of its irnmigrant
workers, whereas Germany can Ithelp the migrant workers to
return to their own countriestf . \47hi1e the process fgx
internatj.onal relocation of production seetns on1.y to have
begun, the migration of workers into Western Europe may have
reached its limits due to the resistance of the indigenous
population and 1ocal governments to accept mol:e foreigners
in their areas.

(D) CONCI-USIONS

It is necessary to locate the labour process within
the development of social formatj-ons in order to analyse
contradictions, class forces, tend.encies etc. ie. the
conjuncture. But equally it is necessary to develop the
abstract theory of accumulation and its crises (the ttlogic
of capitâl", the falling rate of profit) to a 1evel where
it can include the concrete relations within the social
formation and their articul-ation with particular labour
processes. To put it schematically, in a crisis capital
cahnot blindly try to counteract the tendency of the rate
of profit to f¿rIl. Its problems are always more specific
how to accumulate capital in such and such an industry or
sector and hence to revolutionise those specific forces of
production; how t'o redraw relations between branches in a
way made necessary by developments in technique or changes
in relations within the international capitalist .system;
how to manage the political battle for a redistribution of
surplus as between State.and capital, and so on. That is,
its problem is to restructure the system of social production
by accumulating capital in some places, destroying it in
others, altering the profile and distribution of the labour
force nationally and internationally and so on. The strategy
of capital in a crisis is not to homogeneously raise the rate
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of profit by increasing with equal urgency the productivity
_tof labour in all industries, but to restructure social

production in a way that is determinecl in part by specific
and different developments of labour processes in different
industries, different sectors, different localities etc.

Therefor:e, the strategy of labour in a period of
capitalist crisj-s (ot at any other time for that natter)
cannot ignore these aspects of the conjuncture. Labour
should not act as if all it had to do is to unify as a class
around the purely defensive strategy of rnaking it as difficult
as possible for capital to manage its reorganisation, by
adopting purely negative tactj-cs (no incomes policy, back to
collective bargainingr flo redundancies etc.... ie. ba,si.cal1y
the CP line). On the other hand it is useless simply to
assertr âS do RCG authors: trlt is clear that a strategy to
defend the living standards of the working class must be
tr:rned into an offensive strugg 1e for pol-i-tical powel:.
Increasingly the working class must assert its rcontrolr ancl
prevent the capitalist class resolvrng the crisis on the
backs of the working class.ft This formula fails to carry
convinction because it simply evades the central issue, that
the resolution of the crisis, one way or another, must have
a material basis in the reorganisation of social production.
It is not just a matter of living standards and political
power but of the missing third term that is their connectic¡n
the structure of capitalist accumulation on the one hand and
of an alternative socialist strategy of accumulation on the
other. Living standards can not be defended , whoever wj-elds
political power, unless the pattern of accumulation and the
relations of production are fundannentally transformed. No
doubt we all know this abstractly. The point is, however,
to develop a way of analysing the social formatión that can
provide the concepts and the knowledge that make it possible
concretely. this is why the labour process and its developments
must be at the center of any analysis of the conjuncture
which could form the basis for the elaboration of a socialist
political strategy. This point, .of collrse, is not at all
to deny the necessity or organising to capture politi.cal
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power but to emphasize that a direct, concrete connection
must alurays be made between this objective and the objective o

of trangforming the organisation of social production;
to emphasize that the poli.tical struggle must be thought of
in these terms
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SËCTTON 3: LABOUTI PROCLì;SS AND CT-ASS COMi,OSITION

(1) TNTRODUCTTON

the previous sections of this paper have provided us with
a franework in which to think the coucept of the tlabour
process as the site or class struggle in productionr, and
they have in<licafed certain key areas for consideration
in any attenrpt to clevelop this concept. They have shown
the extent to whj.ch the organisatiôn or the capi.talist
labour process is a politic.al process, ie. is a function
of capital's need to assert its control- over the labour
force. they have also shown" that the character:istic.
form of the material apprgpriation within which capital
marntains the real subordination of labour is machino-
facture, and that the l-atte:: has necessary effects on the
organisation of labour (collectivisation) and on the
nature of the particular tasks perfo::med (de-skil-ling,
fragmentatiorr ) .

It enables us to arrive at this
can L¡e used to inform political

point urhere the studY of the LP
st::ategy.

îhe concept of the labour process mus'r be the starting
point for analyses of class relations because as the site
of the material reproduction of society it is at the same

time the site of the reproduction of the social- relations
within which production takes p1ace. This is not to suggest
that these relations are generated and sustained whol1"y
within the workplace; rather they afe reproduced within
the social formation as a who1e, ât a social 1evel and not
at the level of tht¿ enterprise, through the complex of
economic, political and ideological praçfices' Nevertheless
these class divisrons are divisions for producti-on and
attain their effectivity in production. In a formal- sense,
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concepts of class can be constructed without analysing
the labour process (for example, through the concept of
the mode of production and its elements). (t) urrt in
order to give real content to these conceptions we need
to discuss the labour process.

Anal-ysis of the labour pl:ocess in relation to class
composition must l-ook at two distinct areas" Firstly,
there j-s the problern addressed in the first two sections
of this paper: How does the labour Process attain a form
which is ful1y appropriate to capitalist relations of
production, ie. how does the labour process become a
capitalist labour process? Secondl y, and following from
this, is the question of how capitalist relations of
productíon are. shifted and modified b)¡ changes in thj-s
I aclequate' form of the LP. This is not simpfy a question
of the relation between the LP and class composition, but
of their mutual relations with the Process of accumulation.

I,tlithin capiualj.st production, accumulation cannot simply
nean a repetitive extension of production at a given
technical l-evel, but rather it means the restructuring and
re-ordering of capital in a much mole fundamental sense,
as the social capital is, as it were, taken apart and put
together again. This involves the destruction o.f some

sectors of the economy, the construction of new sectors,
changes in the relations between departments, changes in
the rate of exploitation, changes in the demand of capital
for labour-time, changes in the technical manner of
producing commodj-ties, changes in the relation of the firm
to the market etc. . These changes in modes of accumulation
do not simply happen once and for all at some critical
moment of transitj-on within the CMP, but rather happen
continuously. There is an ongoing Process of restructuring
of capital which necessarily produces shifts in the relation
of labour to the instruments and means of production (bV
simultaneously ctaanging both those inst::uments ¿rnd the forms
of organisation of labour within which they are put to work).
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Hence there are internal ch¿ìllges in the conìposition of
classes within the CMP as the functions oT capital are
r:earranged and progressively social-ized. fn turn,
such changes produce effects in the process of social
reproduction 01 classes: for example, the role of the
education system changes

But accumulation always occurs within a specific social
formation and its form will therefore be subject to the
pa::ticul-ar state of the class stnrggle. Accumulation is,
on the one hand, de'termined by a specifj-c class struggle
and, on the other, it j-s an ín-cerventj-on in class struggle,
an attempt to rnodify the balance of class forces by
shifting labour, tde-composing' it, extruding it.
Accumulation cannot be just any accrrmulation, j-t mu.st
be tappropriater : approp.riate to capital's need for
valorization, appropriate to maintain control in
production, appropria'ce to the conditions for the social
reproduction of the relatíons of produc'bion. these
conditions are often contradictory and al:e rarely
completely fulfiJ.1ed, yet it is the attempt to ful-fill
them that Bives content to the notion that 'c1ass struggle
is the motor of historyr.

The account which follows does not discussl any particular
c1ass formation in any given social formatíon. It only
poses in the most general terms the question of the
connection between trends in class composition and the
forms of development of political consciousness and
poJ.j-ti-cal action. It attetnpts to provide a theoretj-ca1
framelvork for understanding the relationship between class
and labour process, and not a conjunctural analysi-s, a
t concrete analysis of the concrete si r.uation | ..

Therefore it does not
anal-yse the political'practices or perspectives' of a
specific social fornation. 'Iheoretical work on the
problems of class and politics is the necessary pre-
condition for concrete analybis; on1y through a
theoretical construction of the hj-crarchy of determinations
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operatj-ng on the theoretical object can the concepts
with r'vhich to engage and organize the rconcrete t be
produced; Ï:r-rt a concrete account cannot be dedricsq
from such a theoretical labour. Thus we cannot tdeducer
the class formatj-on and politícal positi.ons adopted by
agents in a given situation simply on the basj-s eithcr
of their economic function, their place in relation to
capital, or by observatj-on of certaj-n overall historical
trends (such as de-skil1ing) effected by the development
of capitalisnr on the LP, The main consti''cuents of our
atternpt to provide a framework vuithin which nlore
concrete analyses should proceed can be listed in a
schernatic f ashion as follows:

1) An account of class must proceed from examj-nation
of the labour-processes of the varj-c-'us agents in
society, rather than in terms of a preconstituted set
of categories to which these agents have already been
assigned. by virtue of certain formal criteria ('their
objective economic function, their rproductive' or
tunproductive' status etc.) It is the Lp that
determines the extent to which such categories and
criteria are relevant to accounts of class at any given
point

2) De-skil-ling should not in itself be seen
on-Ly signifj.cant factor in determining cl-ass
I¡Ie should allvays see its effects in terms of
po1itical and ideol-ogical relations in which
p1ace2 and which for certain workers are the
influence on their class position.

as the
formation.
the
it takes
major

3)
AS

to

Proceeding from the Lp means submitting concepts such
tde-ski11ing? r' socialization', the r collective workerr
greater scrut5-ny than they usually receive. It means
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that they cannot be allowecl to operate simply as formulae.

4) ft also means than a conjunctural ana.lysis would have
to base itself on empir:ical- work that related differences
discovered between different LPs (especially in the extent
to which they had been rationalised) to other factors
( type of product produced, role of product in the âccuilt'rl-
lation-valorízation process, availability of 1aþour etc" )

(2) POINÎS OF' DEPARTURE

.Ihe central probl.em for any a'ttempt today to defj-ne class
or I al.locatet agents to classes is hovr¡ to account for the
manifolcl gradations that currentJ.y exj-st within the
f::amework of the basic capital*.ì.abour pot.arity, and how
to accommoda"te certain specific sectors of the labour
force ("g. technical workers, clerical lvorkers) that
have ernerged and expa:rded rapiclly * wj-th the development
of monopoly capitalj.sm. Such sectors represent the most
vexed areas for any theory of class today. Not only
do they show most acutely the problems for any conjuoc-
tu::al analysis ol: class formation, but also the theoretical
problems they throw up are problems of class analysis in
general

ther e are two basic lines of approach to the analysis of
class composition under contemporary capi-ta1ism. the one
argues homogenei.ty, the other heterogeneity of the ilon-
capital.ist classes. The former starts from concepts about
ideology (eg. assumed notions of rworking-classness') and
proceeds to conflate differences between grouPs of workers
on the basis of emphasising an overall trend towards
proletarianization. Theories of heterogeneity begin
with concepts about accumulation ("9. tproductive',
runproductiver labour) lvhich they then associate with
concepts about the LP. We briefly criticize these positions
below.

--.,- ,-,1¿- ,- , .!.
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(a) The rMassificationr thesis
The notion of thethomogenisationt or rmå.ssificatiod of the

workjng cl-ass, a notion on which contempo-raÍy conceptions of the
workerr are based. can be associated with Ëh'e perspective of the
Communist Manifesto:

tThe lower strata of the middle class - the small tradespeople,
shopkeepers and retired tradesmen generall-y" the handicraftsmen and
pea'sants all sink gradually into the prol-etariat, partly bggays-e
their diminutive capital does not suffice for the scal-e on wh.ich Modern
Industry is carried on, partly because their specialized skill is
renclered worthless by new methods of producti-on" thup the prol-etariat
is recruited from ali classes of the þoptrlaüion" (Z)
tThe vari¡us interests and conditions of l-if,e witllin the ranks of the
prol-etariat are more & moro equalised, in _pl--oportion as machinery
bbl-iterates all distinctions of labour, and,nearly everylvhere reduces
\,vages to the same lorv level.t (3)

Such passages might lead us to expect extensive, if noË total,
homogenis¿';ion of wáge-labour.uncler advanced monopoly capitalism, the .

disappearance of al-1 Íntermediate strata betçceen the two po1-es of labour
and capital-, and a direcL and unambiguous ct¡.'nfrontation between the
masses of the prol-etariat and the elite of fihe capitalist bosses. Such
an Ínterpretation would sugges,t. that there aan be no counter-tendencies
to Ëhe de-skíll-ing process, which, it is further assumed, proceeds
in direcc correspondence with the process of inrmiseration (=homo-
genisation of \^7age, levels)¡ But there is noreason why the homogenis-
ation of the conditions of surpl-us-val-ue exËnaction should in fact
produce homogenisation of the collective wo¡r.[cer, especial-1-y when
this process ta-kes the general form of Ëhe separation o.f conception
and execution in the l.abour processr,âod the formation of
sepa.rate groups of agents for these functior,¡s.

I ma.ss
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The 'Massificationr theses (basically that of 'tLre

ïtalian ="¡root(4) and Braverman¡, (5) though they are
not without an element of truth in poj.ntj-ng to the
most general, abstract historical tendencies of class
formation, are clearly hopelessly inadeqr-rate to the
concrete situation today. For j-t is manifestly untrue
either than the working-class is a honrogerrous mass: or
that distinct classes and fractions of classes between
it and capi.'Lal har¡e disappeared. It is also untrue
that the progress of monopoly capitalism has been
accompanied by an unmitigated erosion of ski11 - rather,
it has given rise to specJ-fic denands for ski11 uncler the
impact of the application of science to l-arge scale industry,
and in consequence has generated distinct groups of agents
who ar:e the ¡rossessors of tl'lose skil-ls (engineers,
techniciarìs , supervisors et'c. ) It is furthermore untrue
that decrease in wages is the automatic accompaniment
of decrease in ski1l: the,runskilledr factory worker
is increasingly to be found paid at better rates than
the more tskil-ledr worker in eg. commercial work, and
in the so-cal1ed runproductj.vet sectc¡r generally. This
means that the main empirical criteria of class (1eve1
of ski1l possessed, on the one hand¡ and 1eve1 of
remuneration, ol-t the oËher) do not ttecessal:ily pick out
the same groups " In .charting the composit j-on of the
working-c1ass or in atternpting to predict tfa11s' into
it (ie. the process of proletarianization) *. must
look at the determinants of both these criteria. High
wages may to some extent compensate for l-oss of skil-l-
in certaj-n sectors thus leading to identification with,
or at least reconciliation to the s'tatus Quor whereas
the reconcili,ating effect of the exercise of a modicum
of ski11 may be lost if the agent is paid at an aborninable
wage.
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Thus, pace the Communist Manifesto, and pace any
contempora.:ry simplj-stic theory of tmassiricationr, there
is an actual heterogeneity of class, and any attempt to
reduce the class dist:'-nctions of monopoly capitalistn to
the basic one between tworking-classr and tcapitalistst
necessarily fails to give due weight to certain
inrportant de-homogenising and tde-pol atizíng ' trends that
have accompanied the development of the CMP: 1-) the
emergence of a dis'cinct managerial grcuping , 2. ) the
enormous growth in employment of workers in circulation,
commerce and the service sectors (the so-called
runproductive t workers in the broadest sense of the
term - í.e. those paid out of 'ûre revenue of social
capital whether employed by State or private enterprise),
3) growth j.n the number of research workers and technicians,
and their consolidation as a distinct group at the present
time, 4) growth in the employment of female labour.

. thesÍs
Furthermore, the massification/ernphasizes the effect of
capitalist productive forces on the erosion of ski11,
and it neglects the LP as the site of a division between
mental arrd manual labour, artd the function of control
over the LP that is afforded (*.1 extensively exploited
under capital-ist relations) by de-skilling.

(b) Theories of Class Fleteroqeneitv

l¡ile take as our instance of a theory of class heterogeneity
that provided by N. Poulant"^.(6). Poulantzas argues that
the specific class membership of any group of agents is
defined by the particular articulation of the mental/manual
and productive/unproductive distinctions that corresponds
to it: thus the worki.ng class is both productive and
manual, the tnew petty-bourgeois' is mental and productive
or unproductive etc. Poulantzas arrives at this
categorisation on the basis of an argument to the effect
that the economic distinction between productive/unproductive
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taborrt(7) does in fact correspond to cLifferences in
ideological and political r:elations: unproductive
workers are located on the mental side of a mental/
manual division(8) in a way that separates them frotn the
working class and makes them the distinct class of the
Inew petty bourgeois'. I{e observes the same phenomenon
j-n the case of the technical workers, who though
technically rproductiver in many casesr are also located
on the mental sj-de of the mental/manu¿rf. dj.vi.siol as a

result of politice^1. and ideological <leterninations.

Poul-antzas argues that the main site of the reproductÍon
of this mental,/na.nua1 distinction is the educational
system, and he quite rightly emphasises the role of
this in producing differences between agen'bs which are
harnessed and exploited by capital in the maintenapce
of its rel-ations of domination. But the J-abour-process
is the site of changes (notably de-skil-1i.ng and socialization
of labour ) that themselves affect the extent to v¡hich an.

induced mental/manual dj.vision can continue to play its
ideological role in maintaining labour aristocracies,
separating technicians from workers etc. That is to sâY¡

material changes in the I-P create contradicti ons in
the sense that the distinction between skil-1ed,/de-skiI1edt
or between mental/manual tends to become a function purely
of ideology and bears too lj-ttIe.relatj-onship to what they
do and how ttrey do it. Given a sufficient attenuation of
this relation, the ideological supPoft must necessaril-y
be undermined - it tends to become dysfunctional, - ¿rnd any

account v\rnich continues to appeal to this support without
sufficient concern for its dependency upon the material-
1_abour-process for its successful operation wj-l1 lead to a

mechanical appl-ication of criteria.

Theover-simplicityofthehomogenisationthesisrmade
clear the necessity of a more adequate theory of c1ass.
Bravermatlt s dismissal of the need to provide such a theory,
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mean,.; in the last analysis an appeal to merely intuited
notions ("g. of tworking-classnesst ), and while Poulantzast
<listïnction between the economic place(9) occupied by
a group of agents in the socj-a1 division of labour a;rd
their subjective class-consciousness ( t class. position )

is a significant advance on the discourse c>f 'class-in
itself'/tclass-for-itselft I wê are left with a dislocation
between the two and no adequate theory of thei.l connexion.
The problem of defining class is the problem of including
bqth the objective cleterminations an{ the factor of
subjective interests ancl consciousness. That is to sâY:
class is not simply an objective place clefined by a function
in the soci¿r1 division of labour (this being as rpermanentr
as the mode of production based on :i-t ) , not sinply the
concept of functic¡ns of which agents are bearers/supports.
It is also the corrcept of those bea::ers/supports as
active agents in their response to the performance of
such functions, whether this be one of acquiescence or
resistance. Cl"eariy an agent's class position does not
foIlow as cl:L::ect effect of his/her class place, and
Poul antzas is correct to insist on this. But not even he
successfully theorises the connexion between class place
and cl-ass position such that ïris concept of class j.ncludes
that of the necessary effectivity of the former on the
latter (even íf this is never a rpuret effect, a si.mple
outcome of performing a given economic function, bu"u

always also the product of political and ideological
relations - these latter in many cases dominating to
such an extent over the eftectivity derivi-ng from econornic
place that an agentts class position may in particular
cases who11y diverge from that which 'by rightsr he should
be adopting). îhat is to sâYr the consideration of an
agent t s class position can never be wholly detached from
consideration of his economic .place and task performed,
whi-ch must have some determination on the former even if
this at times takes the form (through the intervention of
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ideological and political reJ-ations) of a determination
that has been subordinated to other determinations
The al-ternative is to fa1l into voluntarism - to hypothesise
a free-floating level of class interest giving rise to
claSs consciousness, without any necessary corresPondence
with class place. Poulantzas tends towards this kind of
account; oT, ât least to the extent that he provides a

theory of class position, he does so by reference to
po1-itical_,/ideol_ogical cletermínations that are seen as

functioning in a sel-f-reproductive manner, isolated
from the dynamÍ-c of changes in the p1ace of work'

(3) DE.SKTLLTNG AI\D SOCTALTZAîTON

l,rle shaI1 now attempt to elaborate in a more positive vein
our claim that the LP must be the starting poi.nt for

an account of class forna'Líon. \,rle do this firstl-y, in
this section, by sketcþj-ng out ways in which in the main
Lp concepts appealed to in discussions of its effect. on

class must be gj-rzen greater precision, and we concentrate
particularly on the concept of de*skilling. secondly, in
section (A), we attempt to show how giving more substantial'ity
to such concepls will affect the way in whích we analyse
the Ïole and cl-ass position of those sectors of the labour
force regarded as most problernatic, viz. technical- workers,
clerical workers. Fina11y, in section (5) we indicate
some of the implications suEgested by this kind of analysis
for the way we think ttre relationship between changes in
the LP and the development of a given politics '
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From the point of view of answering the question as to
who is or j.s not j-nthe working-class, the important question
is not that of the forma,l economic place occupied ("9.
whether he/she is tproductivet or eunproductive¡) but the
question of what the agent does in that place, and of what
control, status and wage that performance commands.
De-skilling would seem to be the key concept in answering
such a question" It is at the sanle time the labour-process
criterion that is mo.st in need of rigorous formula,tion. Here
we present only some indications regarding its elabo::ation:

1-) It does not refer us to a certain standa::d or
measurement against which dj-fferent jobs can be measured
(a view which irnptj-es the commensurability of jobs against
some given but j-n fact unspecified, quality called ¡ski1lr of
which they partake in various degrees); rather it is the
concept of the rupture between two modes of relating to the
performance of a similar task

2) The overall distinction or rrupturet marked by the
couple skilled,zde-ski11ed under the fu1ly established CMP is
that between a craft-relationship (worker essentially the
control-ler of his i-nstruments of labour which he relates to
as lextension of himselft) and the relationship of labour
to machinery (worker subordinated to the pace, rythm etc.
of the machine of which helshe becomes appendage).

3) De-ski1Iing represents a loss of control but not its
dis a arance: the ontrol functic¡n previously possessed by
the skilled worker is reapprofr-ated at a higher leve1. that
is to sayr it passes to a different tskill¡ or tknorvledget
in a social patronomy of knowledge which under capitalism
(and in large measure in socialist economies too) is related
to as hierarchical ordering, whence it becomes the tpropertyt

directly or indirectly at a higher point in the hierarchy of
the labour-process.
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4) De-ski1ling is a necessary concolnrnitant of machi-no-
facture and automa.tion whatever the relations of ownership
of the means of production, and it is an irrevers.ibl-e
process: the transitj-on to socia-l-ism will not be a return
to craft baseO labour, and to the extent that socialism is
dependant on the use of machinery and automation there is
a lesser need for craft skil1. Under capj-talist relations
of ownership, however, whic-:h are characterized by the
separati-on of the labourer from the means of production,
the technical liberation of the worker from the need to
control the LP which is allowed by machinery is turned
against the worker, and becomes the prirne instrunent whereby
capital repr:ocluces its dominance over. the LP and enslaves
the worker to the nachine. Under the dominance of capital ist
ownership which defines both the process of power: relations
ancl designs the information systen incorporated into
technol.ogy, the corollary af de-skilling is the process of
concentration of L<nr:v¡leclge which is used in ways specifi-c
to capital in the clesign of jobs and of the means of production.
At the salne time the ideological relation to knowledge (.=
a hierarchy) whj-ch is sustained by capitalist relat j-ons and
reproduced primarily within the educational system is
exploi.ted in the labour-process as a means of d.ividing, and
thus controlling, the varj-ous sectors of the labour-force.

5) logether with the general displacement of the craft
relatj"on under machinofacture, there is an on-going process
of de-ski1J-ing wíthin the machine relation itself ("g. numerical
control systems dispensing with the need for skilled machinists,
the replacement of traditional office equipment by automated
office systems, - increased use of computerisation as a whole).

6) The macrocosmic effect of de-skilling is'the
polarization between the mass of workers deprived of any
significant degree of control over, or knowledge af, the
function of their task, ol1 the one hand, and an increasingly
concentrated fraction, on the other possessed of all the real
knou¡-how involved in the reproduction of capital. As a
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microcosmic process :i-t takes place through a d-ivision of
la.bour and fragmentation of tasks whose effect is to maintaín
differences and gradations in ski11, pa.y ancl status between
workers even though the hierarchy of differentiations has in the main
been dr:wn-gracled ancl the agents taken en bloc further polarized
frc¡m the fraction in possession of real. control.

7) The de-skj-lling of the mass of workers in an
enterprise begets the need for a supervisory function over
the producti.on process as a who1e, 1'his does not necessarily
irnply the creation cf a group of superrrisor:s. It can be
materiaLízed, eçt. through computerised information systems.
But it is a function that is essenti.al both to the smooth
running of the material process (someone or somethi.ng must
be in a posj-tion to contrc¡l the flor,v of production, predict
and pr:empt snags etc.) and to the subordination of the
labour-force itsclf (supervision over the collective labour
performance to maintain production rates, off-set sabotage:
quality control of products etc. )

B) the repetitiveness of tasks, loss of self-fulfil.ment
in jobs, that is the effect of de-skilling meets resistance.
Loss of job-fulfilhrent co".rlcl be compensated for under a
different economj-c systen in the free time released by the
use of machinofacture and automati-on. But under the dictate
of the need to real.iee surpltsrzaluerde-skil1ing leads only
to intensification of the labour of those in employment, on
the one hand, and redunclanciesr oD the other.

We can Sâyr then, that de-skilling means the loss of
specific skills but only by virtue of the development of
others, and that the process of de-ski11ing is not simply a
one way process of proletarianisation or Íìassificâtion of
labour but a two way process tending a) tolvards the
assimilation of workers in ternrs of control over the job,
1evel of decision making power over pace, rhythm and or:ganisation
of the LP, status, and identification with the aims of the
enterprise, and b) towards the incorporation of the control
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formerly allowed by the exercise of craft skill within a body
of tmental t ski-1ls. This serves to accentuate the basic
polarity between labour and capital, but the rnental,/manual
distinction it represents becomes a structural principle of
capitalist pr:oduction, an instrument of control throughout
the labour force, by virtue of the different. gradatj-ons of
the labour force that it sustains. Obviously the phases of
conception and execution are necessary aspects of any
procluction, and cannot be dispensed with: but the distinctive
feature of the capitalist labour process j-s not that it
separ:ates conception and execution, and thereby procluces the
ca.tegories of mental and manual labour, that that it locates
them in separate groups of agents whose class determinatj-on
is not necessarily similar:.

( 4\ TECIINICAL WORKERS AND TI{E MENTAL,/UANURI- pÍSrrWcrroN

It follows from our analysis of de-skitling that if it
i.s to be used as the central concept to the understanding
of the effect of the LP on class, we must alrvays take into
account (") that the two-sided nature of. its impact r'r¡ill h¡e

reflected in the relations between workers. The microcosmic
process of de-skilling to which we referred (it is a

staggered, uneven pïocess going on throughout the labour force,
- eg. at the various manager:ial and supervisory l-evels as

well as the lower levels) means that there is a nrechanism of
rloss of control - displacement of controlr that is operant
within and between already existing gradations of the labour-
force " T1 it both erodes differences between groups of
workers formerly distinguished in terms of their exercise
of control, Status, wage, privilege, it also creates division
(i) through the displacement and re-exercise of control at a

higher leve1 whose agents are not necessarily that fax removed
fron workers subordinated to them that they can be said to
represent the capital pole of a simple capital-labour polarity;
(ii) in the relations between the two groups of workers
themselves - the group under:going de-ski11ing and assimilation
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to the ranks of their imnediate sr-rbordinates will be involved
in a struggle against that process ancl may even develop a
corporatist solidari-ty arnong themselves that promotes a
political division between sectors of the labour-force
precisely because 'cheir naterial distinction is threatened.
llhus to speak of de-skj-lling as a process of proletari¿rnization
is misleading, íf L:y proletaxi-ani-zation one means the adoption
of fi.trorking-class pc,si-tion. Indeed, i-nsofar, as it is a
continuous process at all levels of the labour hierarchy fxom
the lowest paid to the upper echelons of management, not only
does i't not guararntee any identification with the workíng-c1ass,
it <loes not involve (except for those groups closest; to the
working-class) any tfallt for the de-skj-l1ed agents into the
place in the social clivision of labour that is occupied by the
proletariat.

(b) De-skilli.ng is a contradictory pr:ocess for both capital
and labour. For capital it is the concormïitant of machinofacture
and a necessity from the standþoint of econony in producti.on
ancl intensification of labour. But it also represents a
threat in terms of the potential for the growth in solidarity
among workers that it represents. At the sane time it lends
itself, through the processes described in (") to a politics
of rdivide and rule¡ that serves to
between workers and thus a hierarchical systern of social
relations. This last aspect nust be related to the hierarchical
relation to tknowledget, and in particular the privileging of
rmental t over lmanual t labour that is sustained in the social
formation as a whole, particularly through the educational
system. The ideological and cultur:al determinants that stem
from this mental,/nanual division mean that de-skil1ing cannot
function as the sole criterion of class position. The skiI1
exercised by a manual worker may be no less relative to the
production process in which helshe is involved than the skill
of the mental lvorker, but the status associated with mental
labour operates as an ideological determination against any
direct identification with the manual. worker.
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Tf the machine and de-skil1ing provide the technical
(and technical-control) basis of productiorr under the
established. CMI,, it is the collective v¡ork.e:r essential to
the oper:ati-'on of machj-nofacture that supplies the social
basis" The co.l.lective work process follorr¡s; as automatically
upon the use of machinery as cJoes the increasing inter
dependency of par:ticular labours to the tot;a1ity of social
production follow rrpon division of labour arl.d job-fr:agrnentation"
These are in fact bu-t two aspects of the seffre process - a
process which cedes a social- control to the worker as it
withdrav¡s en j.ndividual one th::ough de-ski-L-tring. The individual.
craftsman, albeit he has been collected alolng with his
counterpar:ts unrJer one roof , who lays down .,his tools disrupts
production only to the extent of his indivi,dual contribution
to out put. Sj-nce his job is autonomous (í ".. he as individual.
sees through tLre entire process of transformation of raw
material to end product) the loss to social. production is
insignificant " Tt becomes more si.gnificant j-n thj-s respect
the more de-sl<i1led his task, i-.e. the more: its comporient
activities are divided up ancl distril:utcd armong other workers,
i.e. the more socialized the labour-processi l¡ecomes. The more
intenseJ-y socialized the labour-process the more potentially
disruptive power is ceded to the worker (pr,eicisely because his
labour is no longer indj.vidual but social); the less the producer
owns of the means and instruments of production, the l-ess
isolated hj-s form of material appropriation,Ë the more he is
forced into confrontation with the means of production ownecl
by capital, the greater his access to the m'eans of production
i.e. the more socialized the productive forces become. This is
the other side of nachinofacture, of de-s]<i1l-1ing and of the
real subordination of labour" It is the as;ç>ect which exposes
the way in which capi.tal is not j.n control tof the production
processes which it is forced in the interes't af its r logic t

to develop. And faced with this material trtoss of control, it
has no al-ternative but to enforce a.n increa.,singly stringen'
polit ical , ancl wherever f easible , t echnical o cont r:o1 th:
takes on an ever more arbitrary appearance fr:om the q

of the procluction of social wealth (i".. on;(e that is
on1y to private ownership and exploitation),.
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Two sectors of the work force to which these points have
particula:: relevance are c1årica1 workers and technicians.
Of both these kinds of workers it can be s¿rid that they are
products (at least to the extent that today they represent a
significant proportion of the labour force) of the development
of capitalist producti-oh, that Ïrave grolvn up along with tha.t
rather than accompanied it from its initi-ation. In this
sense, they cannc¡t be located within the L,asj-c capital-labour
division. They ::either occupy the place of capital, as call
by and large be saj-d to be true of marragers, nor can they be
said to be members of the tvorki-ng*class. They do not occupy
the place of the proletariat in the soci¿r1 d.ivision of labour,
its structural role as antagonistic to capital. their
rproductive! or runproductj-ver status does not have any direct-
bearing on this (if being paid out of revenue is the crj-terion,
all non-State employed techriicians will be rproductiver, all
clerical workers tunproductiver). Nor can we simply refer to
the skil1 they exerc-i-se. As Gorz (L0) has shou¡n, the tskillt
exercised by technicians is often more nominal than reai, attd
a.s Braverman has shown in the case of clerical worker:s, their
tasks in many instances, despite the mental status associated
with threm, can hardly be said to be significantly more lskilledt
than those of the mass of factory wor:kers. What is at issue
here, and must be taken j-nto account in dete::mining the class
of these types of agents ís the relation to knowledge that they
represent, their position on the mental side of the mental/manual.
division. This position operates as an objective ideological
determination upon the subjective class position that they
adopt and upon the attitudes adopted towards thern by other
sectors of the labour-force. In the case of technical workers
this serves the interests of capital to the extent that the
qualifications possessed by technicians (whether the skills
these represent are actually or on1¡l nominally exercised)
functi.on as a divisive factor beËween them and th.- working class - the

perfoïm a cont,:ol functj.on. Similarly in the case of
clerical work, the ideological determinations stemming from
the mental status associated with their work, reproduces a
relation to themselves, and of others to them , of non-
working-classness.
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l,rie have isolated technicians and clerical workers as
the two major sectors of the work force today who exempl-ify
the problems involved in attempting to specify cl.ass in a
way that is neither: purely formal on the one hand, nor merely
psychologistic on the other. But the consj-derations to be
taken into account in the case of these r,vorl<ers also apply to
many other particular gïoups of rprofessj-r:na1t and supervisory'
workers, to the relations between them and their immedi.ate
subordinates and superiors, and to their: relal.ions to the wor-
king class. I,üe can sum up by sayiug tha.t the class of these
rmentalt workers cannot be seen as structurally determined in
the way that holds for the two basic classes of proletariat
and capitalists, hie do not have the same read)¡made theoretical
principle in the form of their economic function, place in the
social division of labour, as we do in the case of the basic
classes. thus in cletermining the class position of such workers,
ideological and cultural factors will be of predominant impor-
tance. To say that the class posi.ti.on of technicians , cl-erical
workers etc. is ideologically over-determined is by no means the
simple application of a formula: it is of the essence for
analysis of their political ro1e.

lrle have also suggested, however, that these ideological,
and cultural determinations neither arise in some auto-genetic
fashion, nor self-reproduce simply at their own 1evel (i.e.
wholly within education, or wholly withj-n culture). rIn the
last analysisr', they are dependant for their generation and
reproduction upon the nature of the labour-processes whose
privilegecJ status they sustain. That is to sayr the ideologi-

cal support of the mental/manual distinction must correspond
to certain differences, even if today they are becoming in-
creasin$1y attenuated, between the type of tasks done if it is
to continue to function successfully in dividing groups of
workers. For example, a bureaucratic organization of the
office LP (induced hierarchy of functions, mystification of
jobs in a way that makes them appear the exclusive domain of
their owners ) can function in preserving the
mental/manual distinction rryhich separates these vuorkers from
the working-class, and divides them also within themselves,
at the j-deol.ogical level even where it no longer corresponds
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to any real material difference. In such cases we have an

instance of between real erosion of differences in levels
of sk1lls employecl and degrees of knowlerJge needed and the con-
tinued function of the mental/manual division. But such a lag
cannot be infinitely extended, and the ideological carapace
will wear thin and cease to be a protection against the growth
of worker solidarity and identification r,vith the working-
class wherever its material support in the LP is sufficiently
undermined: this pr:ocess is beginning to make itself apparent
in the reactions of l.owe:: level clerical workers to de-ski1ling
and rationalj.za'l.ion of their LP. (We are not suggesting that
these reactions automatically take the political form of
identification wj-th the working-class, but that they are at
least ambiguous in that respect). üle calì compare these with
the reacti.ons of technical worlcers who are beginning to rebel
against the contradiction between the purel-y control function
of their qualifications and the proletarianizatíon of their
jobs in terms of the skill exeicised. In these situations,
where the ideological support has become dysfunctional as a

result of developments in the .LP, capital is faced yet again
with the necessity of further re-organizatíon if it is to over-
come the contradiction it has exposecì between the effects of
its necessary rationallzatíon upon workers, and the exl'ent to
which its control relies on the maintenance of certain groups
of workers at a Premium.

ls) MII-ITANCY AND VANGUARD

It is one thing to chart the tendencies and counter-
tendencies to de-skil.ling and collectivisation; it is another
to go on to malce the connexion between these and the emergence
of solidarity and revolutionary consciousness. The tendency
of the adherents of the proletarianization thesis is to assume

that de-skil1ing automatically leads to class unity and a growth
in militancy that is revolutionaly in character. In fact, ít
is more often the case that the high leve1s of militancy that
emerge among workers whose LP is in process of de-ski11ing is
nostalgic and reactj-onar.ry in character - an attempt to pre-
ernpt proletarianization (which is seen as the threat) rather
than any identification with the cause of the proletariat' The
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militancy does not relate to an acknowledgement of working-
class status j-n which they see themselves confirrned, but is
about the retention o:f control, privilege, status, wage etc.
whose loss is regarded as a dininution of political power. I,rle

must took at the class struggle as a struggle about the erosion
of difference throughout the gradations af the labour-force
rather than in terms of a sirnple and straight-forward confron-
tation l¡etween capital and labour. Ancl it rnust be understood
that high levels of rnilitancy can accompany quite reformist
and reactj-onary politics while yet being the expression of
::evolt aga:inst the impact of capitali.st relations of procluction"

1he refusal to iclentify witil the wor:king-class must itself
be linked to the degree to which the latter remains reformist
and ïeact:i.onary in its politi.cs - to the extent to which it,
though the victim of naximum exploitation, can be said only
in an objective sense to be the main instrument of revolution-
ary change, and is not subjectively involved in the struggle
for social-is¡i. For in such a situation proletari-anization
can only be rega::decJ ín a negative light, and the::e is no
r:eason why 'uhose wl:ro see themsel.ves submitted to the process
wj-ll be ideologically detennj-ned to see it a.s anything but
negativer âs a loss for themselves. Indeed., the r:ole of tech-
nicj-ans, foremen, supervisors etc. is of if-s nature ambiguous,
since whether they adopt a revolutionary polliti-cs (i.e. view
the emergence of the collective worker frono the standpoint of
its potential for socialism) or view it as arn imposition c,¡f

capitalist relations, this does not affect ibhe fact that their
material position in society is undermined: they have some-
thing to lose within either perspective. T^[lis suggests the
mistakenness of the vanguard thesis - the í¡-rdea that technicians,
rwhite-co1larr workers will emer:ge as a tner.¡sr working-c1ass
equipped with a ïevolutionary conscioLrsness arndfrolitical pro-
grarnme for socialism with which they then f,i.re the rnasses . For
it is only on condition of, and in relatiom to, the emergence
of more radical forms of struggle and more n-ong-term perspectives
within the working-crass itself that we carx expect any signifi-
cant proportion of those not at present wiliìhin it to respond to
the ideological determination that such a struggle and progralnme
would induce, and begin to view thej-r partí:cular roles and
political alignments from i.ts standpoint.
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Ìtre suggest, then, that though it is those workers who

are currently most acutely experiencing the contradictory
forces of de-skilling of their LP who are most vociferous in
theír demands and most politically active, they are not
necessarily the most significant from the standpoint of. the
consolidation of a broad. revoh¡tionary front. Rather, it may

be the fai t accompli of the collective worker as this becomes

a mole extend.ed feature of capitalist production, and the
narrowj-ng of the limits within which capital can continue to
accumulate without intensification through collecti.vization
that is more important in the long term fc¡r the development
of a coherent political progralnme uniting the mass of wage-
earners.

87
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SECTION 4: THE LABOUIì PROCESS CLASS STRUGGLES AND SOCIALIST
STRATEGY

The production process is the unity of the treal labour processr
and the process of valorisation and al-so of {,he reproduction of the
relations of procluction. It is there that the subordination of labour
to capita1 is both puË to work in the int-er:ests of capital and also
constantly reprociuced. Therefore it is a central point of class
struggle. It is a site of spontaneous and intense strtrggles" However

cl-ass struggles irr production operate wi.thin certain limits. Sp ontaneous
struggles in rvhich labour resists concrete developments or operations
of the capÍ-talist l-abour process suffer frorn the very fact that their
origin ís in Ehe concrete labour process and their limitation.s mean

that they cannot of themselves, with ttiej-r o\Tr.l spontaneous, concrefe
conlent, rise to the level of action, organisation or strategy wbich
woul-d allow them to form the basis for general- class unification at
the level of politics. Although they are cl-agå struggles and have
political content this does not mearr that they arer or could be, the
basis for the organisation of Ëhe class as a whole or for a general
poli.t1cal s;trategy. In assertíng this we are-) of co-trrse: âsserting
our disagreement with what seem to be the central- positions of the
r.Iüalian Schoolt, and the Zerowork Group (Cheir th.ese concerning the
autonomous working class content of stnrggles in p::oduction and

concerning workers resistance in the labour process as the motor of
the developnrent of the capiEal-ist labour process). Just as Lenin
anal-ysecl and drew oul- the implications of ttre l-ímits within rnzhich

spontaneous tTrades Uniont struggles of economic defence take place,
so \,ve can point to a similar analysis of l-he limits of class struggl.es
in production.

In the first place, such struggl-es are precisel-y g#Þttq.. In the
capiËalist labour pïocess there is a real selparation of labour from
the means of production, a real separation r,e,trrich gives Lo ca.pital
the initÍative and power to call- the tune. I-abour rmrst always react
to the inÍtiatives of capital, resist them; hut resistance is precise-
ly not the same Ëhing as taking the initiatir"e and operatÍng from a
position of general strategic connnand. CapiË'al designs plant, makes

decisions about geographical location; it can trun a\'rayt to the
tperipheryt, it can design in a neecl for a relatively docile labour
^ r. . r - --,. - 1-: '1 1^l ^^-^{-.'*^-ì Tn rìníno cïorce lrrmnrgrant labour, unskilled, \{omen - sometimes). In doing so
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it does of course talce possible worker:s resistance into accounl-, and
the::e has cleve1.opecl, in response l-o this, a ritualised performance
of tconsultationt wi-th rresponsiblet uniorrs (who can, precise-l-y, be
reliecl on ultimatel-y to submit to the standpoint of capital in order
to safegu.ard jobs, not damage the tnational interestt etc") But these
facts do not alLer olle jot the basic relation of pov.ier roiËhin the
capitalÍst labottr process, the dominance of ca.pital, a domi-narlce
which stems fr:om the funclamental- fact that capital has both the
po\^7er and the necessity to continually revolutionise the forces of
production. Cf " A.D. Magaline Lutle dq Çlp"sses etlþvqlql:Lqg!iqpr
.l_g.qgp¿g.g], (Maspe:ro, !975, p60) where he states his rf'¿ndamerrbal

thesisl:
t In the capiial-ist mode of production the principal- site of th.e

reproclucLion of- ttre relations of pr:oduction is the class struggle. in
prbdrrction, a class sLruggle in which the capitalist bourgeoi.sie has
tne dom.i.n.ant rol-e, and ivtlich is expressed i-n the continual upheaval-
in the technical and social organisation of the labour process, i.ê.
in the continual revolutionising of the forces of production. And
here we can recall. a thesis of ttre Conrmun:'-st Manifesto: the

oisie, in contrast to all prece exp o t ngc asses, has a
s based on the continualbourge

revolu
upheav

tionary basis, and j-ts donrinati
at of the mode of prodtrction. t

Such struggles of workers resistance therefor:e have a necessari-J-y
limited outcome. Wratever they may achieve by way of defence of
worlcers interests (and we are not in any way trying to understate the
importance or necessity of such defensive actions: they can cr:eate
serious obstacles to capitalts attempts to increase exploitation
and, in time of crisis particul-arly, to restructure sc'cial- production
via an increase in the rate of profit) nevertheless the outcome is
always the reestablishment of capitalist relations of production in
procluctÍon. T'his is clearly so when it is a rnatter of individualised
struggle (expressed in turnover, absenteeisrn and sabotage). But iË is
equally so even in those much more ciramatic and coll.ective struggl.es
such as those involving sit-ins ancl wortrc-ins conducted under such
slogans as tThe Right to l¡trorkr or rNo Redundanciesr or even
NationalÍsationr.

To thÍs general- limitation \,ve can add others no less significant
as obstacles to the forrnation of unifÍ.ecl class politics. Such defensive
struggles are limited because they attempt to defend workers withi'n a

particular plant, enterp::ise or industry" For exarnple, revolutionised
processes Ín telecommunications, shipbuilding or the docks throrv huge
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nurnbers of workers out of work and involve serious deskilling
and clemand increasecl intensity of labour from the recomposed
labour force. Defence of workers wj,:Lþin those industries cannot
take account of the significance of the new labour processes
from the general point of view of social labour; there is no

standpoint from within ¿rn old labour process, given the
fragmentation of social production into the domini.ons of
independent capitals, f¡:om whj-ch a perspec'tive on the developineut
of social prr:cï-:ction as a whole can be acirieved. No amount of
class sol-idari.ty with-i.n the shr'-pbuildirrg industry can achieve a

standpoint from rvhich anaì-ysis of a planned and socially rational
redepJ-oyment of labour redundant to that industry could be

developed. therefore stnrggles at this l-evel tend to be limitecl
in the range of solidarity they can comlnand an
from the point of view of the labour process.

they

d also conservative
Potentially

positive aspects of the developrnent of the forces of production
þæ.to seem, from the point of view of fabour wíthin productíon,
as threats 'Lo employrnent and as the opportunity to extract as

high a price as possible in. terms of wages anci conditions for
the recomposed labou:: force.

Next vue can see that struggl-es. in production are divisLYg.
divj_de ttre class. class unity and homogeneity are pure

abstractions (until they are real accomplishments of political
class activity and organisation). There are those who seem to
think that cl.ass unity is a matter of conceots for example,
see the conclusion of the RCG articl-e on productive and unproduc-
tive labour in which class unity appears to be cleduced from
purely formal. considerations. On the other hand there are those
who think that class unity is the accomptished product of the
development of the CMI'j, expressed in the appealance on the stage
of history of the rrmass workerrt (ttatian School). In factt
however, the labour process divides the class and struggles in
production set one fraction of the class against others. Thj-s

happens when it is a matter of attempting to retain capitalist
imposed job classification scales, <lifferentj-als and so onr âs

well- as when it is a matter of attempting to retain craft or
skill dem¿r::cation boundaries. The labour process in general-
divides skj-llecl from unskilled, those who are organised in
powerful uni.ons from those who are not (anct a great deal of
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the acceptance among Labour Par:ty voters of incomes poli.cies
stems from this and is an a'ttempt precisely to impose class
unity , within the limj ts pJ-aceci on this concept by the reformist
strategy, from outside and tabovet the particular industrial
struggles which are conductecl by the big and militant uniors) ;
j-t divicles workers in the tdevelopedt countries from those in
the tperi-pheryt i ii: can divide men from trryomen; it divides tìrose
in manufacturing industry from those in admirristra-l-ion, eclucal,iotr
ancl so orÌ; it divides sleopf 1oor workers f rom
techriicat and scientific workers; the li.st is endl-ess.

In spite of all- these limitatj-ons on the laÌ¡our process as
a site of class struggle, ít is still. true, houi:verr that th-i-s
struggle has not only economic and control aspects but also
ideological, military and political aspects. The questj-on is,
under wha't conditions can these l-imitations be overcome and the
general j-deological and potitical conteut of these struggles
forged into a get-ìer:al- strategy for socialism? that is, under
what conditions could there be achieved, starting from these
struggles, (^) a unification of the cl-ass and (b) a general-isatior'
of objectives?

How can the defensive, sectoral and divisive character of the
spontaneorts resistance of labour to the CLP be transcended so as to
adopË the sta-ndpoint of the class, and not that of a fraction of
the class, and so as to adopt the strategy of socialism, rather
than that of defence against redundancy, deskil-ling, right to
\,vork, safeguarding differentials etc.etc.? This could on1-y be

done, in Leni-nr s nnrch misunderstood formula, rrfrom outsidett - not
of course from outside the class, but from outsicle the concrete¿

struggles which arise within Lhe capitalist labour process' It
rmrst be done, above all, (ancl here it is that the specificity of
the ttlaÏ.lour process apprGach to politicstt shows itself ) from a

position from which ít is possibl-e to formulate both a concrete
critique of the forms of capital accumulation an.d the elaboration
of an alternative str:atesy for socialis t accuml"ll.ation , and this
not abstractly (Ín terms of some blue-print for an indefinitely
remote future society) but concretely in terms of the potentialitier
for socialist accumulation and the obstacles to it already in
exÍstence. vol t t
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soc.ialist accumulat on. The collective worker must be reconstituted,
both internally and externall-y, i,e. both wi-Ëhin particular labour
processes so 1-hat they are no longer systems of coercion, and at the
l-evel of social production as a whole so that the system of relations
between labour processes developed under the sway of capiLal is
transformed int.o a system of relations among labour processes which
can function in the production of social needs. It is for these very
broad but absolutely decisive reasons th.at rve see the labour process
as at the very cenLre of ideological, theoretical and political work
for socialists. V'le can only present- our views here in the form of
extremely cryptÍc fornulae, and are of course a\,,üare Ëhats in this
form Ëhey really do not say a great deal" But we wish to present them
as defining the general perspectives and direcËions of our own fuËure
qrork.

The BrighËon Labour Process Group: June 1976
Ttris paper was written by:
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